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Speaking out loud
Spoken-word artist Giles Li
- rhymes and reasons about
Asian heritage -SEE NEWS;A2
.

ANIMALS

NOW IT'S THE DOG
WHOSFHEAD HAS

ABOUNTY

Two DVD-sniffing dogs have a bounty
on their heads, the AP reports. The dogs,
who belong to the Motion Picture
Association of America, have been
sniffing out pirated DVDs in Malaysian
airports. But they've been so successful
at it, uncovering over a million DVDs
worth acombined $35 million, that
they've apparently earned some
enemies.
·

Garage days r~visited in
the Ea~t Parking Garage
JEFFREY RILEY

There, practicing on the
Contributing Writer
roof of the garage, was one of
UCF's local music acts. Their
The faint crashes of drums roaring guitars · and sharp
echoed from the sides of the vocals pierced the night sky as
·
they played to an audience of
parking garage.
The music sounded too the moon, stars and others
strong to be coming from 'a who traced tlie notes and riffs
stereo system - it almost to find a true garage band.
sounded as if it was live music.
All that has changed, with
The · harmonious ' echo the UCF Police Department
bounced off ofthe wa1lS and up ·· <::racking down on bands playthe flights of stairs in the park- . ·
·
·
ing gru:age.
PLEASE SEE PARKING ON AS

Competing fQrjoust compensation
Finalists present business plans for $5,000 grand prize
NICOLE BLAKE
StaffWriter

Imagine creating a coherent
business plan that could possibly evolve into a lu~rative company.
For 12 semi-finalists in
Joust,, UCF's fourth amiual
business competition, this is an
opportunity to win the grand
prize of $5,000 in cash and a
one-year membership in the
UCF,. Technology Incubator.
During this one-year span,

the Incubator will serve as a
resource center for the con~
testant with the winning busin,ess plan, and seasoned business professionals will provide
the necessary tools and training to jump-start the business.
"Knowledge matters," said
Cameron Ford, the founding
director of the UCF Center for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation. "The Joust is a safe place
to get started. As we continue ·
to expand visibility, the culture
of entrepreneurship can

become more selective.';
On Thursday, semi-finalists
will present their business
plans to a panel of judges comprised of1eaders in the business community, and on Fri:
day, the final four contestants
will. present their plans to the
public and the finals' judges. •
Judges look for the passion
and commitment in the entrepreneur that is necessary to
launch a successful company,
PLEASE SEE

CONTEST ON A8
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Shooting God
to help kids
SUPERHEROES

-

.J

,

MUSEUM GOES
UP,UP AND

-AST Y

They're on N,movies,
lunchboxes and
now there is even a
museum dedicated to
superheroes.The founder of
the Indianapolis museum
opened the attraction to display
the wealth of . mostly
...,,,,..,,,.,. ....... SupennanandBatman
memorabilia that
he's accumulated
ever since The Man of
Steel first fascinated
him at ayoung age.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

•-• PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
TO HOST WOMEN'S SEX
\ HEALTH EVENTTODAY
"

Dr: Lopez, a local OB/GYN, will be
speaking.on topics that include cervical cancer, STDs and contraception.
Guests.will also have a chance to .
. anonymously submit their most
embarrassing questions to the doctor.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

UF BUILDING MAY BEAR
JEB BUSH'S NAME AFTER
HOUSE PANEL VOTE
Former Gov. Jeb Bush may not be
getting an honorary degree from the
University of Florida, but students
there could soon earn their diplomas
from a school bearing his name. A
house panel unanimously approved
the bill Tuesday. , " '

NATION &WORLD, A4

)'

SUICIDE BOMBER KILLS
14 OUTSIDE OF AN
IRAQI POLICE STATION
In a day marked with violence, a
female suicide bomber in Iraq killed
14 and injured 20 in an attack outside
ofa police statio'n in a city about 60
miles northeast ofBilghdad.
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Student uses brother's film to raise
money for sick children in.hospital
ABE ABORAYA &LATESHA GOODMAN
News Edior &Contributing Writer

TODAY'S SCREENING

When UCF alumnus Scott
Snyder was·born, a group of 20
nursing .students watched and
applaude'd as he came into the
·world When he died from cancer .28 years later, Snyder once
again had an audience.
Snyder lay in the Intensive
Care Unit with his fiance Beth
Danford, who had been with him
since high school Holding his
right hand was his brother Jay,
holding his left hand was his
mother.
Snyder's hand felt cold in Jay's
- there was nothing left but a
shell of the man who had
touched the lives of so many
people.
Snyder had battled rhabdomyosarcorila - a rare type of
cancer that usually affects children - but was put oil life support after the cancer entered his
bone marrow. When doctors
told his parents he wouldn't
recover, his parents decided to
disconnect the life support.
The ICU room was crowded
With 20 or 30 men and women
from the hospital staff. They
gathered to pay their last
respects to Snyder when they

What: Screening of Shooting God
Where: Room 316, Student Union
When: Doors open today at 7 p.m.
heard about the decisioii.
Doctors shut the machines
off. Snyder's heart rate began to
slowly drop, and the monitor
began its inexorable decline to

zero.
''People die in the ICU every
day, but not everyone gets an
audience like that,'' Jay said.
Ever since his brother died of
cancer, Jay, a UCF marketing
major, has taken it upon himself
to promote the independent film
his brother finished before he
died. He is using the film to raise
money for the charity his brother foved.
.
UCF students will have the
chance to see the film - Shooting God - tomorrow in room
316 of the Student Union. Doors
open at 7 p.m., and the movie
starts at 7:30 p.m.
"When my brother died, I
said that I am going to make this
movie no matter what,'' Jay said.

.

PLEASE SEE

LAST ON A8

OSC may determine
Heiken's fate at UCF
Student snared by
'Cyber Hawk'
may be expelled
by review board
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

Adding to senior psychology
major Paul Eric Heiken's problems is the question of if he can
graduate - if he is scheduled to
in May - because of his recent
legal troubles.
·
Heiken was arrested in a
. sting operation conducted by
the Polk County Sheriff Office's,
titled Operation Cyber Hawk,
that intended to catch people
soliciting sex with a minor over
the Internet
Now, Heiken may have to
appear in front of a panel from
the Office of Student Conduct.
·~y student facing ·these
types of criminal charges could
receive sanctions through the

BACKGROUND ON
THE HEIKEN CASE
On March 30, Paul Eric Heiken was
arrested on felony charges of
solicitation of a minor via the
Internet, attempted lewd battery
on a child and receiving computer
statements for the purpose of sexuaI conduct with a child. If convicted
he could face up to 25 years in
prison and a $20,000 fine.
student-conduct process," said
UCF spokesman Tom Evelyn.
The charges brought against
Heiken include solicitation of a
minor via the Internet, attempted lewd battery on a child and
receiving computer statements
for the purpose of sexual conduct with a child, according to a
Polk County Sheriff's Offi~e
police report.
,
Heiken's next court date has
been set for May 8.
In the in,terim, Heiken can't
PLEASE SEE

HEIKEN ON A6
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AROUND
News and rwtices for
the UCF commwiity

Women's sexual health event
The UCF Panhellemc Council will host a women's sexual
health event with guest speaker
Dr. Ricardo Lopez at 7 p.m. in
Room 104 of the Classroom 1
Building.
Dr. Lopez, a local OB/GYN,
will be speaking on topics that
include cervical cancer, STDs,
and contraception. Guests will
also have a chance to anonymously submit their most
embarrassing questions to .the
doctor.
There will be refreshments,
as well as a chance to win prizes.
The event is free and open to
all women at UCF.
For more information, contact Gigi Custer at 407-956-3509.

Mental health group meeting
UCF's. forming NAMI
(National Alliance on Mental
Illness) .campus gi:oup will be
meeting 4:30 pm on Wednesday in the gazebo between
Phillips Hall and the UCF
Bookstore.
All interested students are
welcome to attend, contribute
to upcoming plans, and discuss
the group's NAMI walk on May
5 at Lake Lily. Cookies will be
provided
For more information,
please contact Adam Jasne at ·
bustthestigma@gmail.com

CORRECTIONS .

April 9 issue
GLBSU Vice President Douglas Cousminer, · center with
blond wig, sits in front of
GLBSU President Michael
Motgan at the group's fundraiser at the PULSE nightclub
Thtlrsday.

April 6 issue
Due to editing and production errors, the April 6 article,
"Leaders detail Fla.'s environmental future," ran incomplete
and lacked the following informat;ion:
Bob Graham is a former U.S.
Senator.
Nathaniel Reed is the vice
chairman of the Everglades
Foundation.
'

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considerel] for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail · to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

Asian-American
Heritage month
begins with
poetry, musical
performance

(· -·-·-·,
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News Editor
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Giles Li, center middle in hat and blazer, poses with students from the Asian Pacific American Coalition after his spok!!n·word performance
on April 4. Li was a featured speaker at the kickoff event for Asian-American Heritage Month.
·
·

Sports Editor
Melissa Heyboer x215

stereotypes and racism. One
student talked about being
called a derogatory name one
day while riding his bike on
campus.
"People who aren't racist
still ·buy into it because it's
easy," Li said
·
He talked about the subtleties in sports, where a black
basketball player is seen as a
"dominant figure" in the sport,
but a Chinese pla,yer, Yao
Ming, "must have studied basketball."
VASA displayed posters
around campus to get people
to come to the event.
"We've been advertising
Asian-American
Heritage
Month for a month now,'' said
Krystle Nguyen, president of
VASA and a molecular and
microbiology major. "People
were aware of Giles, and it was
interesting to see what happened"
Ricky Ly, president of the
Asian Pacific American Coalition and a civil engineeri.ng
major, introduced Li
"[Li] performed at several
Asian-American conferences,
and I heard good things about
him," Ly said
The event did not
only highlight Li
During a break, student Scott Pausal,
who goes ·by the
stage name Rubox,
showed off his
beat-box talents.
He accompanied
another student
who sang and
played acoustic
gµitar.
Rubox
then did a fiveminute
solo
beat-box performance
about the hustle of life, and
how the days
of the week
blw together.
Before
the
event, Peter Nguyep., a
University of Florida alumnus
and vice president of the UF
Asian-American
Student
Union, thanked Ly and Dennis

Ngin, president of the UF issue of American people not
Asian-American
Student understanding people from
Union, for bemg fellow Asian- Asia who haven't been in this
American leaders.
country very long.
''You can't teach someone
Wednesday's discussion
passion," Nguyen said
wrapped up with the controHe also pointed out that versy of.William Hung.
Asians have the most double
''1bat's just the way he is,''
majors of any ethnicity. After Pausalsaid
Nguyen, also one of the foundBut Judy Liu, a second-year
ing members of the first Asian- psychology major, said seeing
American fraternity at .UF, [Hung] on TV is "embarrassspoke about Asian-American ing," but he is still making
empowerment, some UCF money.
students performed their own
"He's not trying to mock
pieces.
us,'' Li said. "I'm just uncomJeff Villena, Mr. Asian Stu- fortable with how long the
dent Association 2007, ~d a · joke has been going on,'' citing
spoken- word piece, and the how several bad performers
historian of VASA, Dung have been on American Idol as
Nguyen, performed two well
monologues, one of them
called FOB, addressing the
PLEASE SEE ~TTENDEES ON A9
COURTISY SHAWN TSENG

Spoken-word artist Giles Li reads from a
poem he wrote. Li was invited to speak
at UCF by the Asian Pacific American
Coalition.
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Stands For Opportunltye>

TODAY IN DETAIL

Thursday

Today: Sun and clouds mix early in
the day with t-storms later on. Winds
southwest at 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight:_Thunderstorms stay around
throughout the night. Winds southwest ~t 10to15 mph.

THUNDERSTORMS

High:88°
Low:67°

·Friday

" High:89°
Low:69°.
THUNDERSTORMS

• One free copy of the Central Florida Future
:'Permitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for S1each. Newspaper theft is a crime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline,

Anxiety

~icycle
. Laws

·When riding abike, always ride with traffic.
·You are avechicle and have the.same rights
and responsibilities as acar. Remember to st~p
at stop signs I red lights. Do not wear headphones.
You must stop before entering acrosswalk tro·masidewalk.
Fines costs as much as s1 so.so in Orange{ounty.

Published by Knight N~wspapers
3361 Rouse Rd. Ste. 200
Orlando, FL 32817

.I Persistent Worry
1--;rouble Sleeping
!--Restlessness

Ir--Unable to Relax

Feel like you are always worrying?

Oviedo

Dr. Linda Harper, In Orlando, is conducting a medical research study for
adults. 18-65, wtio are experiencing the symptoms of anxiely. fos always,
there is never an over night stay and health insurance is not necessary.
Qualified participants wlll receive compensation up to $550 for time and
travel associated with the study. Call today to learn more.

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999
Waterford Lakes
12240 Lake Underhill Rd .

UCF Pqlice Department ................. (407) 823-5555
Orange County Sheriff's Office ....... (407) 836-4357.
Seminole County Sheriff's Office .... (407) 330-6600
Oviedo Polite Department ............ (407} 971-5700
Orlando Police Department ........... (321) 235·5300
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Editor in Chief

Today
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The Cf!ntro/ Florida Future is the independent, student·
written.newsp;1per at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions In the Future are those of the lndMdll<ll
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orthe University admlnlstration. All content Is property of
the Ce!ltrulFlotido Future and may not be reprinted inl)alt
or jn ;vhole without permission from the publisher.
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Contributing Writer

You might not know it, but
April is Asian-American Heritage Month. For the first
major event to kickoff the celebratio:µ of Asian culture, the
Asian Pacific American Coalition brought Giles Li, a popular spoken-word artist, to discuss pressing topics with
students at UCF.
"I don't think people should
look up to me - I just like to
be a part of people expressing
themselves,'' Li said
The event, The Spoken
Word with Giles Li, took place
on April 4 at the Barbara Ymg
Center, in a room filled with
flags from around the world
that hung from·the ceiling.
Li stands out in a crowd; as
he said, he's the only Asian
person in the spoken-word
poetry scene.
Speaking to a crowd of
about 50 mostly Asian students, Li seemed to have an
easy rapport with the audience.
Li founded the Boston
Progress Arts Collective in
2002 as a place for AsianPacific-American perspectives
to be expressed through visu~
al, literary and performance
arts, according to Li's Web site.
"It was an opportunity I
had,'' he said. "I'm trying to
have an impact on the city." He
also hopes he has an impact on
his audiences.
''You have to fmd something to be passionate about,''
Li said "It's kind of sad to see
peopl~ that think you need to
write everything in the same
·way."
Li didn't just gush out a few
spoken-word poems for the
audience. He kept things interesting and spoke to the crowd
as if he had been their friend
for a long time. His perform- ·
ance of Usher's "My Way" on
his acoustic guitar had the
audience singing along with
him.
Li tried to involve the audience in his poems. One passage, asking for peace for all
countries, ·got the audience
participating by having sections of the crowd say "What?"
and.''Yeah!" Lil' John style.
One piece, which he said
was the first poem he wrote
about a white woman, was
called, Anna Nicole. Lines such
as, "How they made you skinny again and killed you in the
end,'' described how society
turned Nicole's life into a parody.
Li took the latter part of the
workshop to open up the floor
for ;:i discussion, and students
shared their experiences about
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House panel wants to name UF
College of Education for Jeb Bush

lllMJ '''

TALLAHASSEE - Former
Gov. Jeb Bush may not be getting

an honorary degree from the
University of Florida, but students there could soon earn
their diplomas from a school
bearing his name.
A House panel Tuesday
unanimously approved a bill
naming Florida's College of
Education for Bush in response
to a Faculty Senate vote denying
him an honorary degree. Some
faculty members had criticized
Bush's educational record i.Ji
respect to the university.
''Whether you agree with
him or disagree with him on the
issue of education, he certainly
pushed the debate and pushed
the envelojle on the issue," said
Rep. David Rivera, R-Miami,
who proposed the name.
Many teachers and other
educators opposed some of
Bush's education initiatives,
such as rewarding and punishing schools according to students' standardized tests results
and using vouchers to send certaih students to private schools
at public expense.
Faculty senators at the university also criticized the
Republican governor for
approving three new medical
schools that diluted resources
for existing programs and his
executive order ending racebased affirmative action programs for university admissions.
The House Schools and
Leaming Council accepted an
amendment by Rivera naming
the college after Bush before
voting 13-0 for the bill.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Missouri State reassigns professor
convicted of sex crime 26 years ago
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. - Missouri State University has reassigned a professor away from a
building near a child care center after a journalism student's
project drew public attention
to the professor's 1980s conviction for raping a 9-year-old boy.
Michael Hendrix was identified last week by the university as a convicted child· rapist
after a college student working
on a project for his journalism
class began asking parents if
they knew a registered child
molester was on campus.
That led university officials
to reveal the circumstances
surrounding Hendrix's arrest
and conviction for which he
served 3 V2 years in prison and
was released in 1987.
He was hired at MSU in 1995
and was working as an assistant professor in biomedical
science.

Penn preserves food-throwing
tradition with marshmallows
PHILADELPHIA - Students at the University of
Pennsylvania eager to continue
a tradition of pelting fellow
undergraduates with flour,
eggs, ketchup and mustard will
have to settle for streamers and
marshmallows this year.
The change is part of a compromise agreed to by Penn officials and students participating
in "Hey Day;• a decades-old-rite
of passage that administrators
at the Ivy League college had
threatened to curtail or abolish
because of fears .i t jeopardized
student safety.
Hey Day, which began as
"Moving-Up Day" in 1916, is the
day when third-year students
officially enter their final year
of school
Slated for April 20 this year,
hundreds of Penn juniors plan
to continue the tradition of
sporting red T-shirts, canes and
plastic foam hats as they picnic
and then walk to College Hall
for the declaration.
A more recent development
finds graduating senibrs pelting them with condiments and
other objects - even whole
fish - along the way.
Last year, a university official told the student newspaper
that many third-year students
did not participate in Hey Day
for fear ofbeing splattered with
foodstuff. The event was
threatened with cancellation.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
J
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U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Christopher Hill is surrounded by reporters after he meets
with Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Wu Dawei, about North Korea's nuclear program in
Seoul, South Korea, Tuesday. AU.S. envoy warned that time was running out for North
Korea to dismantle their weapons program.

U.S. warns N.K. time is running
out on nuclear disarmament
PYONGYANG,
North
Korea - A Bush administration official warned Tuesday
that time was running out for
North Korea to take initial
steps to:wai:d dismantling its
nuclear program, while a U.S.
nuclear negotiator expressed
hope that Saturday's deadline
. could still be met.
In an encouraging sign, the
U.S. Treasury Department
said authorities in the Chinese-administered region of
Macau are prepared to
unblock the frozen funds that
North Korea says are the reason it has refused to move forward on a disarmament
agreement.
The communist country
struck a deal with the U.S. and
four other nations in February
to shut down its main nuclear
reactor by Saturday in
exchange for economic aid
and political concessions.
If North Korea follows
through with its promises,
they would be the first moves
the communist state has
mad~ to scale back its nuclear
development since it kicked
out international inspectors
and in 2003 restarted its sole
operating nuclear reactor.
But the hard-won agreement, reached four months
after Pyongyang rattled the
world by testing a nuclear
device; has been held up by a
dispute over North Korean
funds frozen in a Macau bank.

Climate change to result in
increased droughts in Australia
BANGKOK, Thailand Warming temperatures will
cause increased drought and
sea-level rises in Australia
and New Zealand by 2030 and
threaten ecologically rich
sites such as the Great Barrier
Reef, according to excerpts
from a new scientific report
released Tuesday.
The South Pacific Islands,
meanwhile, will be swamped
by sea level rises as well as
increased frequency of
cyclones, according to the latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change.
Island economies also will
suffer as warming waters
damage coral reefs and hurt
.the fishing industries, the
report said
,
A summary of the full,
1,572-page document written
and reviewed by 441 scientists
was released Friday. This document, the second of four
reports, tries to explain how
global warming is changing
life on Earth.
Further det~ were being
unveiled Tuesday in a series
of regional news conferences
around the world.

Pentagon could extend Iraq stay
for up to 15,000 Guard units
WASHINGTON .- The
Pentagon is considering a
plan to extend the tours of
duty for up to 15,000 U.S.
troops serving in Iraq, a
defense official saicl Monday.
The idea is among optfons
being considered in response
to a request in the last couple
of weeks by Gen. David
Petraeus, U.S. commander in
Iraq, said the official who
spoke on condition of
anonymity because the idea
has not been approved
Because Petraeus believes
the troop increase President
Bush announced in January
has produced some momentum in fighting violence in
Iraq, Petraeus wants to maintairi troops at that level past
the summer, the official said
Defense officials are looking at the idea of a maximum
120-day extension for five
active duty brigades that
would otherwise come home
in the coming months - four

'"'

ground units and one aviation
combat · brigade totaling
roughly 15,000 troops, the
official said The plan would
have to be approved by
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates.
Other options also are on
the table. The official
declined to name them but
others have said previously
that sending some troops earlier than planned also would
be considered.

Congress' approval hits high
point as Dems challenge Bush WASHINGTON - Public
approval for Congress is at its
highest level in a year as
Democrats mark 100 days in
power and step up their confrontation with President
Bushoverhlshandlingofthe
Iraq War, the issue that overshadows all others.
Yet for all their eagerness
to challenge Bush, congressional Democrats so far have
failed to attract significant
support among independents,
a group that helped propel
them to power in last fall's
elections and now appears
more strongly opposed to the
war than the general public.
The findings from an APIpsos nationwide poll provide
a snapshot of public sentiment in the days after the
House and Senate triggered a
series of veto threats from the ·
president by passing separate
bills that provide funds for the
war, yet also call for the withdrawal of U.S. combat troops.
Overall approval for Congress is 40 percent. The survey shows Bush's approval
ratings remain in the mid-30
percent range, that a striking
39 percent strongly disapproves his handling of foreign
policy and the war on terror,
and that the public has scant
hopes that the president and
Congress can work together
to solve the country's problems.
"The Democrats are back,"
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, the first
woman speaker in history,
had exulted on Jan. 3 as her
party claimed control for the
first .time in more than a
decade.
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World Bank chieftakes 'full
responsibility' for friend's job
WASHINGTON - World
Bank President Paul Wolfowitz is taking "full responsibility" for helping a close
woman friend get transferred
to a hlgh-paying job.
Wolfowitz's comments contained in an e-mail 'message Monday to the bank's
employees - were aimed at
defusing outrage and accusations ·of favoritism from the
bank's staff association. ·
The case involves the
transfer of bank employee,
Shaha Riza, who has been
romantically linked to Wolfowitz. She was detailed to an
outside assignment to the
State Department in September 2005, shortly after Wolfowitz became bank president.
To avoid a conflict of interest, Wolfowitz said he sought
the advice of the bank's Board
of Directors once he took
over the World Bank in the
summer of 2005.
"I subsequently acted on
the advice of the board's
Ethics Committee to work out
an agreement that balanced
the iriterests of the institution
and the rights of the staff
member in an exceptional
and unprecedented situation," Wolfowitz's letter ,to
employees explained
The bank's rules bar
employees from supervising
anyone with whom they had a
personal relationshlp.
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Rose Roberts, a nursing major and sophomore at UCF, dances in a parking garage Saturday, March 24. Roberts, a member of the Kappa
Sweethearts, was using the garage to practice a dance routine, something the group has been doing for four years without harassment.

Parking Services silences bands
in the open offered them was UCFPD.
another benefit. Sometimes,
According
to UCFPD
crowds of between 15 to 20 peo- spokesman CpL James Roop, it
ing in the garages, a decision ple .would. follow their ears up was the management at UCF
handed down from Parking the flights of stairs to hear Parking Services who gave the
Breaking Tides play.
order.
" Services' management.
Kris Singh, assistant director
"This most certainly .added
The reason why bands
chose the high altitude setting to our plib,licity because people of Parking Services explained
had less to do with,the view · got to come see us rehearse our the situation.
songs for free and that con"Bands using the roof have
'' and more with practicality.
Ilan Behar, after meeting a ·vinced many people to come to never been allowed," Singh
said."'It is a hazard, and I imag·guitarist and drum.mer, looked a future show," Pizarro said
for "anywhere on campus that
However, time was running ine it could be a liability."
'
had electrical outlets to use."
out on their good idea. ·
He said another concern was
They started off in the
Jan. 30 was the day the music the wiring in the garage and the
Visual Arts Building but, over died for Pizarro. Breaking Tides . potential of a power outage the
,. , time, were forced out. They was confronted by UCFPD bands might cause.
"Personally, I don't see it as a
found a home on the third after a practice session at the
floor of the east parking soon-to-be-renamed Parking huge issue," Singh said. "They
garage near the Apollo com- · GarageV.
need to know it is a matter of
munity. This location would
The police notified Pizarro procedure."
He brought up a method for ·
be the inspiration in naming that his band was no longer
their band, East Garage.
allowed to use any parking -the bands to use the garages
Petie Pizarro, lead singer garage, and they were told that legally. He advised them to
"' of the band Breaking Tides, if. they returned, they could b,e complete and file a Hazardous
said he first got the idea to use arrested, pizarro said.
Events form that would allow
Behar faced a similar situa- them to get clearance to use the
the parking garages after
~
learning that various clubs tion. He and East Garage were garages as rehearsal spaces.
'had been using the area for planning on practicing around
Since the crackdown on the
rehearsal space.
the same time. He received a use of the parking garages, the
Many different clubs and call from the guitarist of the nights have been free of the
groups still use the parking band, explaining that they had music and excitement that once
garages as practice areas. On been prohibited from playing in filled the air. No more amplithe evening of March 24, the the parking garage.
fiers and no more microspace was used by Kappa
The decision to stop the phones.
Alpha Psi; along with the bands from playing in the
For now, the true UCF
Kappa Sweethearts to go over garages was not made by the garage bands remain silent.
dance routines.
Lamar Stephens, of Kappa
Alpha, said the . group has
been using the garage as a
practice area for close to four
.1
ye~s and has never had a
problem with the police or
any regulations. They have
only been reminded by the
police not to double park their
cars sideways over multiple
spots.
-~
Why dd they use the
garages? Stephens said the
main reason is the discreteness of it. Sergio Joachlm, also
·l
of Kappa Alpha, said it is not
only the easy access that
makes it appealing, but also
the "hollow sound that the
"'·fl lower floors offer''.
That night, both of the
Kappa Alpha Psi groups used
car audio systems to play the
music needed for their routines. Although not very loud,
the sound did project from the
" • open sides of the garage.
Freshman Kathryn Harness, whose room in Tower N
faces the garage, said on the
same night that Kappa Alpha
was using the garage that she
could hear the groups when
,. they practiced, but "it's not
disturbing. I can usually turn
on the radio, and it's fine."
After finding no other
<
available space in which to
play, either on or off campus,
Pizarro and his band mates
decided to follow through
with the garage idea.
"There was nowhere for us
to practice, and we love music
.~
too much," he said in an e-mail
interview, "so we had to drag
our equipment to the top of
the parking garages to prac.. tice."
East Garage aimed lower.
Instead of going all the way to
the roof, they stopped at the
third floor. The rationale had
to do with acoustics.
.. Behar explained that on .
the roof their drum.mer could
not hear them while playing,
but on the third floor, the ceiling reverberated the band's
sound properly.
Using .the parking garage
·came with perks. The main
advantage that both Pizarro
'
and Behar noted was that it
was completely free.
pizarro said another bonus
was that the open space
allowed them to practice setting up their equipment in a
hurry, which came as an
"' advantage when playing a
show in limited time.
The publicity that playing
FROM
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Violinist shares giftwit4 students
FROM

Al

she's passing her talent on to others by
teaching violin and viola at UCE
With countless awards, an extensive repertoire and worldwide per- ·
formances, Yonetani considers her
biggest accomplishment to be that
she's still performing.
"rm most proud rm still performing, still doing what I like,'' Yonetani
said "Making a living on what I l~we,
that's the best accomplishment"
Yonetani's next performance is
April 14 at St Luke's Lutheran Church
in Oviedo. The show is a collabora- ·
tion of Yonetani and other musicians
playing "summer music." The performance begins at 7:.0 0 p.m. and is
free to the public.
InKobe, Ja~ nearly every middle
and upper class family wanted their
children to play either piano or violin,
Yonetani said
Surprisingly enough, Yonetani's
career began with a mere case of sibling rivalry.
"I started playing piano at the age
of 3, and when my older brother started playing violin, I wanted to play violin," Yonetani said
Yonetani's brother, who is four
years her senior, had little in common
with his sister. "I lqoked up to him, but
more than anything, I wanted to be
included," Yonetani said
"He still loves musk, but doesn't
play," Yonetani said ·~ soon as I
started violin, he quit"
High school was challenging
because the education system in Japan
is not aimed for musicians, Yonetani
said
.
Around the same time, Yonetani's
·parents tried to wean her off the idea
ofbecoming a professional violinist
''I stopped taking lessons between
the ages of 14 and 17 because my parents didn't want me to play anymore,''
Yonetani said "My parents didn't
want me to be a musician because it's
not something you can easily make a
career out of:'
Despite the obstacles .she was
faced with when she was younger,
Yonetani's highest hurdle to jump is
something college students can definitely empathize with - procrast:fuation. "The biggest obstacle is within
myself. I procrastinate practicing,''
Yonetani said "But once I open the
case to practice, rm OK."
Yonetani received her bachelor's,
master's and Ph.D. degrees from the
Julliard School where she studied
with Hyo Kang and the late Dorothy
DeLay.
Delay was not only her instructor,
but also Yonetani's personal idol
"She [DeLay] taught me more
about life than music,'' Yonetani said
"She taught me, ifyou perform professionally, you have to think about why
you do it When I was younger, it was
to show off, now it's to communicate
with people:•
DeLaywas partially responsible for
Yonetani becoming a teacher. In 1989
Yonetani assisted DeLay at the Juilliard pre-college division and at the
Aspen Music Festival and School
"Ms. DeLay assigned me to teach
scale classes, and I liked it, which I
found surprising," Yonetani said

Heiken faces
jail time, fines,
p9ssible voiding
of his dipl9ma
FROM

"[Witnessing] the visible difference
within students, that's quite gratifying:'
Yonetani was the first full time
string teacher, so · she essentially
founded the string studio at UCF, said
Laszlo Marosi. the director of orchestral studies.
· "Her position is not only fundamental but critical to the string
department at UCF,'' Marosi said "She
brings out the beauty of the violin,
which attracted man)r students to the
school"
As well as teaching at UCF, Yonetani teaches at the Lutheran Summer
Music Academy and Festival, gives
private lessons and is involved with
music clinics and coaching high
school students statewide.
Melinda Leoce, a 21-year-old UCF
student, is currently enrolled in Yonetani's string techniques class.
"She's an incredible violinist and
·teacher,'' Leoce said.. · "I'm a music
education major, and she gives lots of
background information on techniques and philosophies on how ·to
teach."
_
Yonetani's performance resume
includes solos with the orchestras
representing the Japanese music society, including NHK Symphony, New
Japan Philharmonic and Gunma Symphony. After Yonetanimoved to United States in 1982, she has appeared frequently as a recitalist in major cities
such as New York, San Francisco,
Atlanta, Chicago, Minneapolis and
Orlando.
Yonetani's
Tchaikovsky/Mendelssohn concerto
CD with the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra was selected as ·~ CD of
the Month" by WMFE-90.7 FM in .
October 2004.
"Three years ago I was thinking
completely differently than· I am now,''
Yonetani said when asked about her
plans for the future. "Every day I try to
think,· 'what can I do wl.th what I
have?"' ·
Yonetani continues to play around
the Orlando area frequently and plans

PHOTOS BY ALEX MARKOW I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Ayako Yonetani puts away her dassic Italian violin in a case lined with pictures of her past teachers,
family and friends. Yonetani was mainly influenced by a former teacher, Dorothy Delay. Above: Yonetani
practices outside of Colboum Hall..Yonetani's Tchaikovsky/Mendelssohn concerto CD with the Slovak State
Philharmonic Orchestra was selected as "A CD of the Month" by WMFE-90. 7 FM in October 2004.

to release another album soon.
"No matter what, I should keep
playing," Yonetani said ''I enjoy it, and
I like contributing to the community.''
Yonetani picked up her violin in
her small office in Colbourn Hall.
After plucking the strings a few times
and making slight tuning adjustments,
she raised the instrument to her chin.
The crescendos of Bach's "Sonata
No.I" bounced off the walls and filled
the room with tension and power.
The fullne8s of the sound was enough
to convince someone standing just
outside the door that 't here were at

least three violins playing at once.
Yop.etani's fingers flew up and
down the neck of the violin, offering
versatility through trills and vibrato.
Her eyes were closed, her face
solemn.
·
After running through the Bach
standard with precision laced with
her own expressionism, the song
wounc:ldown.
Yonetani lowered her bow and
smiled
That 9-year-old girl who was confident in her ability was still there, and
still loves every minute of it
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use a computer, hav~ contact with any~ne
under the age ofl8 and has to Gheck in with
an officer three times per week. Heiken's
computer, and any computer he may have
used while communicating with the officers,
was confiscated to be used for evidence.
Section 5 of the Golen Rule, ·t itled "Sexual
MiSconduct,'' states, "Solicitation: attempting·
to commit by solicitation sexual acts with a .
minor by oral, written or electronic means"
and failure to comply with the Golden Rule
may result in disciplinary action.
If Heiken is brought in front·of the OSC
and found in violation of the Golden Rule, the
consequences may be grim.
"If the student was found in violatfon
through [the OSC] process prior to gradua- .
tion, he/she would receive a punitive action,"
said Dana Juntunen, assistant director of
OSC, via e-mail "If he/she was suspended,
that would put offthe student's graduation for
a while. If expelled, the student would not
receive a degree from UCE"
· The review process includes five steps:
the potential for case dismissal, administrative action, mediation, informal. disposition
and formal disposition.
However, because Heiken's case was initially handled by an outside agency, he may
not have to face the OSC because the OSC
doesn't intiate investigations, a student must
be referred for panel review.
·
Whether Heiken is purµshed by the university or not may be irrelevant; if found
guilty, he faces jail time and hefty fines.
Friends of Heiken said they were shocked
by his arrest.
"It ·doesn't sound like him," senior English
literature and philosophy major Karen Niecy
said
.
.
"It was probably a joke," said Niecy, who
has been Heiken's friend for nearly five years.
Heiken was arrested, along with 24 other
men, as part of Operation Cyber Hawk, a
· week-long investigation that included detec-'
tives, officers and special agents from several
agencies directed by Polle County detectives.
The Polle County Sheriff's Office is concerned others may engage in similar acts.
"Don't solicit sex from minors ~ the bottom line,'' said Donna Wood, public information' officer for the Polle Count Sheriff's
Office.
Wood emphasized the danger of meeting
people online. "If someone solicits. you,
report it immediately," Wood said
"These people were solicit1ng sex with
minors;• Wood said "Behavior can escalate
from chatting online to a more serious crime."
Wood pointed out that solicitors usually
target vulnerable, lonely people who are away
from home and hopirig to make friends.
College students should. be especially
careful with social-'networking )Veb sites
such as MySpace and Facebook.
.
"You put yourselfat risk,'' Wood said about
online interaction usllig the popular socialnetworking siteS.
UCFPD Investigator Eric Walton had a
few tips for students chatting opline. "Be
careful who you talk to,'' Walton said via email "Never send explicit content Make
sure [those you are talking to online] are of
age:~
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Store Hours
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·Monday- Thursday 10 am-·8pm
11 pm • Su{lday 11 am- 7pm.

Frid~y & Saturday 10

am -

Located in Alafaya Village at
2822'5olith Alafaya Trail·

.
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*Weekly Specials

I MondayMadness-6pm-8pm

Unlimited Laser Tag s14.99

Two-for-Tuesday- loam to 2pm Buy One Playground entry
and get the 1nd entry for free!
Wacky Wednesday-ALL DAY

s3,99 each Laser Tag game
& s4,99 each Playground entry

See store for details. ·
Offers can not be combined with coupons. .
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Every week, over 3,000 used vehicles are sold .in Orlando.
If you're car shopping, be the first to get the listings with

Real-time i;:ilm and Video Editing

'I '

Cars.com Magazine.
Cars.com Magazine.offers the most up-to-date listings in

vJ'l

b1

Central Florida, giving you the. advantage over other carshoppers every week. With complete auto information
every Thursday, Cars.com Magazine is your one stop for
car buying and selling.

Check Cars.com Magazine every week for vehicle
listings or go to OrlandoSentinel.com/cars.
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Fine Arts:.
LaQrie Melnik, Applied Playwriting: Infusing Playwriting
Across Fourth Grade Curriculum

Life . gnd Health Scien<.;~s:
' 4*
Carlos Anderson, Computer-Aided ldent~fication of Individual
Polar Bears

Humanities:
Alexandra Hill, Dangerous Women in Elizabethan Popu_lar Print

Education:
Deirdre Englehart, Research on the Development of Science
Teaching Ideas and Skills through an Undergraduate Course

Life and Health Sciences:
Michelle Alvarez, Age Determination: The Identification of
Biological Age .Using Messenger RNA Profiling Analysis

••

Engineering, Computer Science,,. Optics, Physical Sciences,
Mathematics, Modeling and Simulation:
Subhaashree Sridharan, Multi-Scale.Instrumented Indentation
Studies o,{Deformation in Zr-Based Bulk Metallic Glasses
Education:
Jennifer Tobias, Preservice and Inservice: Teachers'
Understanding of Fractions
Social Sciences (Co-winners):
Minna Grantham, Ties That Bind: On Ethnic
Culture Maintenance

•
••

Julia Fullick, Goal Orientations and Traits: Illuminating
the Effects ~/'the Three-Factor Model of Goal Orientation
on Personality Traits and Academic Pelj'onnance

Social Sciences:
Jacqueline Alfonso, Using Feedback to Reduce Alcohol Use: A
Meta-Analytic Review
Engineering, Computer Science, Optics, Physical Sciences,
Mathematics, Modeling and Simulation (Co-winners):
Luis Ono, In-Situ Gas Phase Catalytic Properties of Size and
Shape-Selected
Gold Nanoparticles
.
.
.

Jose Cunado, Control and Stabilization of Tin -Doped Droplet for
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography

?()()7
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Excelle.nt Opportunity

Last screening
raised $300 and
200 toys for kids
FROM

Retail Sales Executive
Knight ~ewspapers, a Gannett Co., publishers of local newspapers and specialty publications
is searching for the right candidate to join our sales team full·time in our Orlando office.
•We have outstanding products and outstanding markets!
·
·Must have previous sales experience1strong work ethic and excellent communications skills.
• Ba~e salary, commission, bonuses, competitive benefit package including 401 (k) and health.
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"My brother liked to put a smile on people's
faces, arid I think this movie was a way to do .
that''
Shooting God is a tale about a woman's
path to selfdiscovery as told by the lead character, God The film was inspired by Scott
and Jay's older brother Joel Snyder, who died
from brain cancer at the age of13.
All the proceeds for the movie will benefit the Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital,
which is part of West Memorial Hospital in
Hollywood, Fla.
.
A clown who goes by the name Lotsy
Dotsy was responsible for getting the proceeds to benefit that charity.
When Soott Snyder began being treated
for cancer, one of his nurses told Dotsy that
she was treating a graduate from Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Clown College - which Snyder had graduated before
attending UCF.
Dotsy began popping in to visit Snyder,
and the two bonded. When Snyder was
between hospital stays, he would buy toys
for children in the hospital,
Then, he and Dotsy would deliver them
to the sick children. This was how so many
people on the hospital staff got to know Snyder.
"Dotsy was there when Scott passed
awaY,' Jay said
.
'
Jay held a screening of the movie last
semester, but unfortunately, the turnout was
less than expected, with only about SO people attending the screening.
''I was not happy with the event's turnout
because only my friends came," Jay said ''I
love my friends for coming out, but there was
pretty much no one there who hadn't already
seen the film.''
Still, that screening was able to gamer
more thaii 200' wrapped and donated to)is
and raise $300 for the Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital.
After months ofpreparation, it is time for
a second take.
Jay said another debut screening of the
film should produce a bigger turn out than
before because now he has help.
Unlike last semester, students and faculty
helped him pass out fliers and send out e-

niails.
''I·think the first time I put too much on
my shoulders and now I have 25 other students to delegate the tasks to;' Jay said
He said his entertainment marketing professor, Nicole Howatt, was al.so very supportive. She promoted his film at times-when
other professors were reluctant I:Ier support
helped him get the 25 students he needed to
assist him.
"Howatt helped me find ways to promote
the film and she sent out e-mails to her staff
members;' Jay said "She is the only person at
the school who was enthusiastic to help me
do this and on board with the ideq."
Promoting a film is not an easy task, Jay
said, and it doesn't get easier without help.
"My expectation is to have the event
' filled to capacity and meet more strangers:'
. Jaysaid
Jay said he would be happy if ·t he room
, was filled to capacity with curious minds.
"I don't care if film students tear the
movie to bits just as long as they come out
and see what my .brother worked on:' Jay
said
For right now, this marketing-majorturned-film promoter said his main concern
is Wednesday's audience.
No matter what happens; Jay said his
brother would be proud Ofhis effort

Fax resume to 407-447-4556 or e-mail MarkL@KnightNewspapers.com
E.O.E. Pre-employment drug-screening required

~nightShoppers.com
In associat.ion with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.
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said Kristen Laraia, a graduate
assistant and coordinator for
the Joust; judges look for a
"skill set instead of one of two
qualities" and whether · the
plan will be a success.
For one first-time contestant, the opportunity to have
professionals critique his
team's plan is an exciting
aspect of the Joust.
"It's the best free training
you can get," said Rob Wolfe, a
graduate assistant in the Ven, ture Lab. "I mean, there is
nowhere else you can learn to
' roll with. the punches with a
group like this. These [contestants] spend three or four
months on this thing, and [the
judges], in 20 minutes, may
find a problem with it." •
The UCF Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
hosts the event, which attracts
students from various colleges
within the university. Housed
in the college of business, CEI
facilitates coaching for the
contestants
through
the
Orange County Venture Lab.
· The Venture Lab is a. partnership between Orange
County and UCF and consists
of a group of successful. serial
entrepreneurs who serve as
coaches for the contestants,
said Lilian Myers, associate
director of the Orange County
Venture Lab.
.
Wolle credits the Venture
Lab for fostering his team's
'(j:
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Kenneth Ford, CEO of the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition, speaks to a. crowd at the Barbara Ying Center Thursday.
The presentation was on ways that machines may become more capable of communicating with humans.

more

'

Domo arigato Mr. Roboto STOR;4LL STORAGE
endurance. .
At last year's IHMC
Board meeting, Ford said
that with all of the technology and research underway by the institute, they
new lunar rover.
One of the more were "about 10 years away
abstract but popular proj- from use for a super warects is called CmapTools. rior of the future.''
One of the institute's
Ford described it as "an
.advanced knowledge mod- major goals is innovation in
eling and sharing software the overall science of artifipackage that is used all over cial intelligence.
"Researchers at IHMC
the world"
The Web site for Cmap- have developed and argued
Tools is organized as a for an alternative view
knowledge model, some- based on human-centered
thing resembling a flow computing, in which the
chart,witheachconcepton primary technological goal
the diagram having icons is to amplify, rather than
that lead to further media duplicate, human abilities,''
on the subject. According Ford said "The computer is
to Ford, the site receives seen as a cognitive prostheabout two-million monthly sis rather than a mechanical rival or competitor."
requests for information.
At Thursday's presentaA · project discussed at
the presentation was the tion, it was diseussed how
"Human-Centered Visual- the institute was working
ization," or OZ. In low-Vis- to create more fluent combetween
ibility bad weather condi- mullication
and
their
tions, pilots must rely humans
·
heavily on their flight machines.
Ford said IHMC was not
instruments.
These gauges and dials only working on speechwere designed in the age of recognition software, but
steam locomotives and also language recognition
have changed very little and integrating eyesight
since. IHMC has devel- tracking into the software
oped OZ as an integrated so it would have a better
view of all the necessary idea of what the user was
instruments of an aircraft. directing the machine to
With
human-centered do.
IHMC has seen tremenvisualization, the pilot no
longer has to rely solely on dous growth since its
the dials to gauge the air- inception, when it started
with
two
part-time
craft's condition.
• One of IHMC's exciting ·employees in a single
endeavors in robotics is the room.
When asked what UCF
development of powered
exoskeleton devices. One students can expect from
such device has been called IHMC in the future, Ford
the "roboknee." It can pro- said, "IHMC will continue
vide added power and to be an innovator and
assistance to a joint that is leader in human-centered
weak, recovering or just computing, artificial intelligence, robotics and related
tired
We anticipate
This kind of project fields.
lends itself to the develop- opening a facility in the
ment of devices that will · Central Florida region over
amplify · strength and the next year.''

IHMC wants to enhance
robot, human interaction
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF
Contributin_gWriter

While it's a far stretch
from SkyNET, the Institute
for Human and Machine
Cognition
has
been
researching ways to make
machines more capable of
communicating
with
humans.
CEO of IHMC, Kenneth
M. Ford, discussed the
research and the advancements of the institute
Thursday in the Barbara
YmgCenter.
IHMC is a non-profit
research institute· that specializes in robotics, artificial intelligence, humanand-machine
interface,
computer science and philosophy in projects that
change the way humans
and machines interact.
IHMCS works closely with
Florida University and has
provided research opportunities to UCF students
and has employed UCF
graduates.
IHMC was founded in
1991 as a unit of the University of West Florida. The
institute now has received
funding of more than $22
million from government ·
and private groups. More
than $3 million was awarded from April to July 2006
from sources including
NASA, the Department of
Defense and the Hewlett
Foundation.
One ·s uch contract with
NASA awarded nearly ·
$300,000 for research on
how to create the right mix
of human and robotic activity for the next lunar exploration. Another contract
with NASA has IHMC and
UCF collaborating on a·
preliminary design for a

business plan to create a company that will translate Arabic
books. to English. A team
·member pitched the idea dur:
ing a business planning course,
and Wolfe said that if this plan
was the winning design and
received the proper funding,
he would consider investing
time and capital into the busi- ·
ness.
Wolfe, along with the other
semi-finalists was chosen
from a pool of applicants,
some of whom spent months
devising a new business concept through strategic plan- ·
.ning as well as unconventional
methods.
"I got a bamboo plant, a
. lucky bamboo, and I got a bonsai as well," said David Brim, a
junior majoring in business
management who is also part
of a two-person team in the
competition. "The bonsai symbolizes energy, and. I named
my bonsai plant the Rent-toOwn Plant, and every day I
, water it," Brim said After he
waters it, the thinks about
ideas to nurture his business
idea, which is an apt comparison for starting a business
from the ground up.
Brim and his business partner Scott Wall, a senior
finance major, plan to continue to make advances regardless of the outcome of the
Joust.
The two · have been
involved in the magazine
industry for roughly six years,

t
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Contest provides buSiness training
FROM

'

elentr.d 11odba '"1ure Seminole Chronicle

.

and they combined this experience with their desire to get
involved in the real-estate
market. Their business plan is ·
a publication that will contain
rent-to-own advertisements,
Brim said.
This is not the first attempt
that Brim and Wall have made
toward establishing and marketing their business ideas, but
they have gained experience
through their unsuccessful
attempts.
.
· Both team members bring
different strengths to the company, and the Joust may be an
opportunity for them to present their business plan to
judges who may see a future
fi>r their publication.
·
"[Brim] is very creative, and
I sit down and punch numbers
and say look Dave, we can do
this, or no Dave, we can't do
this," Scott said.
Laraia said that past business plans included ideas for
special event food services ·
and a cure for neuro,d egenerative diseases. This year there
are more contestants entering
Joust than last year.
Winners of the Joust are
considered to participate in
the Florida State-wide Collegiate Business Plan Competition, and second, third and
fourth pl.ace winners will also
receive cash prizes.
Students are putting forth
more efforts, arid this is not
just a class project, Myers said.
The "passion is remarkable."
+
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Health goes Hollywood
Affairs. But Karen Guin. the
guest speaker coordinator, said
the show aims to expand the
number ofdepartments working
with For Your Health and
are many jobs available other explore more topics about camthan a doctor or nurse that com- · pus issues. As the medical
bine health care with different ·school evolves and existing proskills in unique ways, she said
grams continue to develop, the
The last segment of the show · resources will be endless, Guin
updated viewers on the building said
plans ofthe College ofMedicine.
For Klein, who is also the
Two planning years have been assistant director·for broadcast
set aside. The new college services, the show's creation was
should be active in Spring 2009, a natural progression. ''It's som~
Provost Terry Hickey said on the thing that ought to .be done. The
show.
, show can provide the communiFaculty interviews will be a ty with helpful information," he
segment included in every said
episode of For Your Health.
-Reiland and Weise, both senAnother segment of the show, ior medical reporters, expressed
. Career Cprner, will feature s~ excitement about the latest
cific jobs available in health care. advancements in health care, the
The first episode highlighted UCF and Orlanqo communities .
athletic trainers who provide on- and working alongside one
field care for sports injuries.
another. They used to compete
"The university does much against one another for stories
more than educate," said Chai-- when they worked as health
na Davis Weise, a co-host of For reporters at the same time on
Your Health. "There are pro- rival news stations.
grams and research projects that
"'The university itself is like a
can and will directly impact the big box filled with presents,"
health and lifestyles of the peo- Weise said. "Once I started looking into all the people and things
ple in our area"
Other programs will discuss here, I am pleasantly and happismaller hearing aids, the com- ly surprised with each new fmdmunication disorders clinic, ing.''
social work and mental health in
The first show aired the last ·
the Hispanic community and week of March. The season will
more updates on the new UCF continue with 11 more episodes
this season. It is funded by a
medical school "Health care is not a static grant from COHPA
field. I get to learn something
For Your Health airs on camnew everyday,'' said Ed Reiland, pus cable channel 19 or on
a co-host on For Your Health.
BrightHouse channels 1 or 99,
In the first season, the pro- depending on the TV's configugram worked mainly with the ration, at 10:30 a.m. Thursdays
College of Health and Public and Saturdays.

UCF Channel program, For 'Your
Health, explores. medical issues
,

LISA VELARDI
. Contributing Writer

.,

Pneumonia
treatments,
speech therapy, diabetes symptoms and other aspects of health
are all featured in the new television program For Yc>ur Health on
the UCF Channel
.
The show will cover the latest technological advances in
health care. It will also look at
·how the College of Health and
Public Affairs participates in the
growth of health care throughout the UCF and Orlando communities.
"The average, intelligent
. viewer may be surprised," said
Jerry Klein, the programs's executive producer and creator.
''They might get a look into
health fields· that they didn't
know affected them."
The first 30-minute episode
was about Glenda, a woman
with Parkinson's disease. The
sever~ tremors that racked her
body made~ difficult. In
her communicative disorders
sessions, Glenda's therapists
placed the words "Think Loud!"
in big, bold-faced letters in front
of her. This tb,eme wa5
processed in Glenda's mind and
began positively affecting her
speech. She talks louder and
clearer because of the constant
reminder in front of her.
The episode included guest
speaker Diane Jacobs, who diScussed careers in the field of
health care. She said that there

Attendees inspired by Li's message, success
FROM A2

Response to Li's presentation was·positive.
"It's very inspiring for a lot
of us to hear someone who is
successful in a field that is
untouched by our culture," said
Victor Ma, a civil engineering
major and a member Of the

·•.

Asian Student Association at ogy major, said VASA wants
UCF. "It definitely puts · per- people to come to the events
spective on trying to be better." this month, no matter where or
"This guy is an amazing when they are held. "We try to
poet,'' said Jerome Yearwood, a stick in events when we can,"
freshman mechanical engi- she said
"It's hard to get people to
neering majar.
Monica Mai, public rela- . go,'' Ly said "I would hope [the
tions representative of VASA Li event] would inspire people
and a molecular and microbiol- . to be more aware of issues."

Registration fo r ·our April 27-28
Preview Weekend is n9w .i~ ,progress.
Take advantage of this opportunity-spend a weekend at our Orlando campus
and see if A~bu ry Seminary is right for you. Call o r register online today!

.

· . 1 .800.2ASBURY www.asburyseminary.edu
Asbury Seminary is a multicultural, multi-denominational seminary located minutes from UCF,
Va l~ncia - East campus, and downtown Orlando right off 417, on Valencia College Lane.
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BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF Baseball team (17-19
overall, 1-8 Conference USA) ended
its weekend much like how they
ended its 2006 season: with a humiliating blowout loss at the hands of
Southern Miss (20-13 overall,~ CUSA).
The Golden Knights fell in the
rubber match of their three-game
series against the Golden Eagles, 10-0,
on Sunday at Jay Bergman Field
The game was stopped after the
seventh inning because, according CUSA rules, a game may be stopped
after seven innings if one team is
ahead by at least 10 ipns.
UCF coach Jay Bergman called the
contest "very embarrassing."
"We had no energy;• he said ''We
had no enthusiasm"
The Knights' main concern with
their starting pitchei; Brett Bordwine,
was getting him out of the first inning
without allowing any runs.
In his previous start, Bordwine

gave up two runs in the first inning
against Stetson On March 23, he permitted five runs in the first inning
against Houston
On Saturday flight, .UCF pitching
coach Craig Cozart said about Bordwine, "If we get him through the first
inning, he rolls:'
Bordwine was perfect in his first
inning on Sunday. But almost every
other inning provided trouble for him
and the UCF relief pitching.
In the second .inning, Michael
Ewing crushed an off-speed pitch
from Bordwine over the right-field
fence that began the Eagles' scoring.
After a perfect third inning, Bordwine opened the fourth inning by
walking James Ewing and They ·

TEAM
S.MISS
UCF

5 6 7

0 1 0 2 3 1 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FINA~

10
0

-·

GOLDEN KNIGHTS

Cuevas.
Two outs later, Bailey Hartel hit a
ball to the right side ofthe infield Second baseman Dwayne Bailey's
attempt to get Hartel out at first was
late and Ewing, who was runiling on
contact, scored from second
PLEASE SEE

1 2 3 4

Position:

;-1'

Outfield

Vs. Southern Miss:
Auer extended his hitttng
.streak to 11 games with a
single in the first inning of
the Knights' loss Sunday.

AU ER ON A11

.

Offense stumbles in practice
didn't have an impressive day.
· After last week's scrimmage and the •
abysmal showing in the red zone for the firstteam offense, they took a week of practice and
tried again during the scrimmage to gain those
ZACH MOORE
last few yards for touchdowns.
StaffWriter
"I thought the first unit went out there and
The one way to annoy any football coach is did a pretty good job of putting the ball in the
to commit turnovers, and the UCF Football end zone," O'Leary said
While O'Leary felt the offense improved in
team committed far too many in their first fullthe red zone during the scrimmage, quartersquad scrimmage of the season Saturday.
The Knights' offense committed five back Kyle Israel said that there is still a good
turnovers during the scrimmage: three inter- amount of work that needs to be done. He
attributes this work to a change in attitude for
ceptions and two fumbles.
"Ball security is of the utmost importance," the team when they get near the goal line.
"I feel that we're a little lax down
offensive coordinator Tun Salem said
After three full weeks of practice, the there;• Isreal said. "We're just
Knights have taken strides on both sides ofthe getting a little more relaxed, Iike
ball, but the turnovers are the largest problem we think we're just going to
score:'
for an offense that is still coming together.
Aside from the red-zone effiDefensively, the team has come around
quickly in three weeks, but there is still evi- ciency, Israel had to adjust to a couple
dence ofthe squad that has the tendencryto get · of new receivers who took snaps
beaten for the big play.
· with the first team
Jamar Newsome
and Jevaughn Reams
Offense:
story of the day for the offense was its both saw a good por- .
problem with turno\'.'ers. But just because mis- tion of time with the
takes were made, that didn't mean the offense first team and used it to

Knights' defense creates
five turnovers Saturday

The

impress the coaehes.
"Reams is really catching my eye there,''
O'Leary said "He catches
everything and gets riorth
and south:'

UCF wide receiver Willie
Thornton attempts to make
.a catch in spring-practice last
week. In the 2006 season,
Thornton played in 11 games and
made 19 catches for 275 yards. His
three touchdown receptions were
second on the team to Mike
Walker's seven.

·~
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PLEASE SEE

O'LEARY ON A11
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Tennis ·mop~ Marquette

·Auer extends hitting streak
FROM AlO

Michael Ewing moved up a base the 10-run rule was on May 20,
on a McClung wild pitch. A walk when they faced the Eagles in
Bordwine walked Bo Davis to to Davis reloaded the bases and Hattiesburg, Miss. 1bat was the
load the bases and then missed then McClung's first pitch to last game of the Knights' 2006
with a low fastball to walk Eddie Burger slipped past catcher season
UCF trailed 14-1 after two
Burger, forcing in a run.
,
Steve Strapp. McClung's second
The Eagles' leading hitter, wild pitch of the inning scored innings and lost 18-3 in seven
innings.
" Trey Sutton, popped out to Ewing.
The Knights were ·o utscored
"It was like we didn't want to
short.stop to end the inning and
leave the bases loaded
play, and .I can not understand 18-3 in.the last two games of this
'We·were lucky that we got it," Bergman said. "It's a com- most recent series after winning ·
' out with as few runs as we did in plete mystery to· me. But I'm the Friday's game 5-4.
Junior Tyson Auer singled in
that inning, with four walks and leader, so I'm responsible."
Sutton failed in the dutch in the first inning on Sunday to
. they only scored three runs,".
the fourth, but the .336 hitter extend his hitting streak to 11
ft Bergman said
Sutton was Bordwine's last showed his ability in his next ·games, the longest hitting streak
by a Knight since Drew Butera's
batter of the day. He allowed two at bats.
Sutton led off the sixth with a 14-game hit streak from April 9
three runs on three hits and four
a walks in four innings.
home run to right-center field . to May 13, 2005.
Auer is 12-for-27 since movJunior
Matt
Mcclung Next inning, he blasted a threereplaced Bordwine in the fifth. run home run offthe scoreboard ing to the third spot in the bat·., He pitched the final three · in right field to make it a 10-0 ting order on March 31 against
UAB.
· innings of the game, but he cer- game.
Conversely, the Knights' bats
Senior
Matt
Horwath
tainly did not pitch well
With one out, Mcclung were .kept silent by Southern reached on an infield single in
the third inning. He is 9-for-21
walked James Ewing after being · Miss pitcher David Clark
The junior pitched his sec- since taking over Auer's spot as
ahead 0-2 in the count. Short.stop
Eric Kallstrom then misplayed a ond complete-game shutout of UCF's leadoff hitter.
The Knights were scheduled
grounder from Cuevas and the season He allowed three hits
to play the No.17 Florida Gators
and struck out six.
.i. Michael Ewing dropped a single
The Knights did not record a in Gainesville · on Tuesday. ·
in front of left fielder Chadd
hit after the fourth inning and Results were not available
Hartman to load the bases.
· Jody Blount followed with a got just one base runner past before press time ,
~ recap of Tuesday's game
second base.
g. two-run single to left field to
·Coincidentally, the last time will be clvailable in Friday's edistretch the Eagles' lead to ~.
With two out, Blount and the Knights lost a game under tion of the Future.
Ii

Sophomore Travis
Timmons attempt to
strip the ball from
sophomore fullback
Shane Smith during a
spring football practice
last week. The Knights
·have one more spring
practice before their
, final full-squi!d scrimmage on ·
Saturday.

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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O'Leary.lauds dominating defertse
FROM A10

• Defense:
When the offense commits
turnovers and makes plays that
hurt the team, is it because of
_. its own mistakes or because of
a stout defense?
With its new attitude and
enthusiasm, it is evident the
" defense flies to the ball with
more speed and more motive.
And with the turnovers, the
11,basic plays the defense has to
make become easier.
Defensive back Joe Burnett
had a solid scrimmage.
Not only did he deflect mul- ·
tiple passes thrown his· way,
but Burnett threw his 5-foot-11,
183-pound fram:e in front of
"fight end Corey Rabazinski.
Rabazinski weighs in at 6-

foot-3, 243 pounds, and Burnett; without hesitation,
upended Rabazinski right at
the knees.
One of the main strengths
for the defense this spring has
·been ·i ts ability to slow down
the rumiing game.
After last season and the
inability to stop or even slow
down an opposing running
back, the unit has stepped up.
"The unit that has done the
best job overall, improvementwise, is the defensive line,"
O'Leary said
O'Leary feels that the new
size and girth up front has
helped the front four with their
ability to take on more blockers, which allows the linebackers to roam free and make the
necessary tackles.

Final thoughts:
The most impressive part
of the scrimmage Saturday
wasn't the offense or the
defense; it was the fans in
attendance.
Most days there will be a •
scattering .o f 10 to 20 fans on
weekdays and close to 100 on a
Saturday.
During the first scrimmage,
the sidelines were littered with
people from end zone to end
zone.
It became so hard for some
people to see that they sat on
the outside wall or went to top
of the small dune in the back of
tlie field
The Knights will conclude
spring practice .this Saturday
when they have their last fullsquad scrimmage at 10 a.m. .

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

UCF honors student-athletes t~
MELISSA HEVBOER
Sports Editor

UCF honored eight outstanding athletes Monday night
who not only excel on the field,
but exceed expectations in the
classroom.
The sixth annual StudentAthlete Scholar and Service
Reception, which was held in
conjunction with National Student-Athlete Day, took place at
the FAIR.WINDS Alumni Center on Monday night.
Three iridividuals earned
top honors as they wel'e named
UCF Scholar-Athletes of the
COURTESYUCFATHLETICS , i
Year. Junior football player · From left, Sha'reff Rashad, Director of Athletics Keith Tribble, Elizabeth Fieser and Krystina 0
Sha'reff Rashad received the Sarff pose after being honored as Scholar-Athletes of the year.
men's honor, while senior basScholar-Athlete Inspiration
ketball player Elizabeth Fieser addition to the positive impact
and senior rower Krystina Sarff they have had on the surround- Awards were also handed out
for the first time at the event.
ing community.
shared the women's honors.
· The recently created Dr.
The award is given to a facThe Dr. Bill .Callarman
Award was also presented to Richard Lapchick award was ulty or staff member from UCF
three athletes who show out- presented to senior football who was selected by the top
standing effort in the classroom. player Kyle Israel and sopho- scholar-athlete of his or her
The award is named after more softball player Shelly sport.
The Athletic Director's
Callarman, who was a long- Frick
time NCAA faculty RepresenAs members·ofthe Student- Honor Roll, which honors stu-<
Athlete Advisory Board, both dent-athletes who earn a 3.0
tative.
·
Receiving the award were Frick and Israel have shown a grade-point-average or higher,
junior baseball player Jaager commitment to their team as welcomed 378 student athletes.' :. ~,I
Good, junior women's basket- well as their community.
this year - a new school
ball player Amber Long and
Apart from other communi- record
The Knights also ranked first
senior women's golfer Lauren ty service projects, which
include school and hospital vis- in Conference USA ·after 190 '
MotyL
The final award of the night its, both Israel and Frick aided student-athletes were named to
was given to two individuals in the effort to help rebuild the the C-USA Commissioner's .
who have earned both athletic Stetson Univer:;ity Rowing Honor Roll for maintaining a
and academic achievement in team's boathouse.
GPA of 3.0 or better.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 14TH
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1.OAM @ PRACTICE FOOTBALL FIELD

,

The UCF Women's Tennis
team grabbed its 10th win of the
season Sunday with a 4-3 victory over the Marquette Golden
Eagles.
Despite the win, the Golden
Knights got off to a slow start,
dropping two of three doubles
matches and allowing Mar. quette to take the early 1-0 lead
The only double~ win for
UCF came from senior Megan ·
Hunter and sophomore Kenza ·
Belbacha, who defeatecl Marie
. Calbeto and Margaret Wilson
8-4 at the No. 2 spot.
. Despite oJ,tly one doubles
win, the Knights nearly missed
RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
wins in the No. 1 and 3 doubles Junior Anna Yakimchenkova hits the ball during her doubles match
against Marquette on
spots.
.
Sunday. Yakimchenkova and her partner, sophomore Elvira Serrot, were defeated 8-6 in that
The Golden Eagles' Shan- match. In her singles match, Yakimchenkova defeated her opponent 6-4, 6-2 at the No. 3 spot.
non Brown and Lauren Little
narrowly defeated sophomore win of the day defeating. her No. 6 spot.
Elvira Serrot and junior Anna singles opponent Watkins 6-2,
With the win, the Knights
Yakimchenkova 8-6 at the No. 1 6-2 at the No. 2.spot.
improved to 10-6 on the year
spot, while senior Becky GorGordon handily beat Mar- and 7-2 at home, while Mar-don and junior Jennifer Carati quette's Elly Strother at the No. quette dropped to 11-12 on the ''~~l
fell 8-5 to Francina Bonnelly 5 spot, 6-2, 6-3.
year. ·
,1
and Erin Watkins at the No. 3
Yakimchenkova and Carati · The Knights will retUrn to
spot.
also brought home a win for the action Monday whep. they host 1
UCF stepped up its momen- Knights.
Yakimchenkova Louisville for their final regular ,
tum in singles action, taking earned the 6-4, 6-2 victory over season match of the year.
four of the six singles matches Calbeto at the No. 3 spot, while
Match time against the Car- ·
· to get the overall victory.
Carati pulled out a key 6-4, 7-<? dinals is set for 2 p.m. at the
Belbacha eatned her second (2) victory over Bonnelly at the UCF Tennis Complex.
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5:30PM AND 7:30PM @ UCF SOFTBALL COMPLEX
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·McCain is wrong
abotit Iraq, media

I

t's good to find time to seek
out irony in the news; quite
often, we find the payoff is
well worth the time spent
So when you have a story
that's dripping with irony, like the
one about Sen. John McCain's
Iraq antics, it's a treat, something
worth savoring and, in our case,
writing about
McCain, who seems to be bur-.
nishing his ''must-win in Iraq"
image in preparation for the official announcement ofhis presidential candidacy later this
month, wrote an opinion piece
about Iraq in Sunday's Washington Post and appeared on C::BS' 60
Minutes later that evening to discuss his recent trip there.
The overarching claim in "The
War You're Not Reading About"
was that the media is not reporting enough about the "evidence of
progress" in Iraq, so we can not
verify McCain's fervent assertion
that "the new political-military
strategy is starting to show
results:'
·
Ironic point No. J: McCain is
using a newspaper that traditionally supports democratic candidates in its traditionally liberal
editorial section to get his point
out to the public. Granted,
McCain didn't say it was strictly
h"beral media outlets ignoring the
positives of the war, and the Post
was even called a "neocon'' newspaper by MSNBC's Chris
Matthews last month, but you
think McCain would find a traditionally conservative outlet such
as the New York Post or the Washington Tunes to make his point
This is even more confusing given
McCain's hardline stance on the

war, which we believe is catering
ofWamid Salah Hameed, a comto the portion of the voting public munity leader in Fadhil ''The situthat still supJ>orts President Bush. . ation was quiet when the militias
At the end of the piece,
left the country; but when they
McCain says "This is not a
came back, the tension returned
moment for partisan gamesmanThe [Iraqi] military is attacking us
ship or for one-sided reporting."
and firing at the neighborhood
Huh? We are completely flabqerrandomly. There is a sectarian
gasted that McCain would go out
feeling among the soldiers in the
of his way to lump in the action5
anny."
of politicians with the reporting of
We're sorry to see McCain's
the media.
haclmeyed argument gain any
Ironic point No. 2: The New
attention again, but because it
York Tunes published a piece on
came out of the leading propoMonday titled "Patterns ofWar
nent of the war among the likely
2008 presidential candidates, we
Shift in Iraq Amid U.S. Buildup:'
which examined the effects of the
feel compelled to write something
condemning him.
·
troop surge on the political climate in Iraq and the U.S. miliTo finish, we'll step away from
tary's outlook The story cites sev- the media and touch on McCain
eral named U.S. soldiers, an
saying the "Iraqi anny and police
unnamed senior military official
forces are increasingly fighting on
and a community leader in the
their own and with American
Sunni enclave of Fadhil, which sits forces, and their size and capabiliin east Baghdad, and collectively
ty are growing."
they paint the picture of a deadMcCain is basing his argument
lier Baghdad for American troops
on the fact that the media is not
and a less secure region for civilreporting the positive things, yet .
ians.
at the same time he makes a
''The insurgents, they see
standalone claim that the Iraqi
forces, both military and civilian,
what we're doing and we see
what they're doing. Then we get
are gaining strength. It would be
ahead, then they figure out what
nice to report that McCain is
we've done and they get ahead,"
right, but that claim cannot be
said one American private fightverified because Iraqi anny readiing in west Baghdad
ness evaluations are classified by
We don't lmow where McCain Congress.
is seeing this "one-sided report· We'll see if McCain keeps this
ing," but the traditionally h"beral
up because there's no harm in
Tunes's story flies in the face of
making unverifiable claims when
his claim that the media simply
we believe most of his target votfocuses on car bombs and suicide
ing audience will agree with him
attacks. The common Iraq story;
no matter what That doesn't
according to McCain, reveals "litmake it right, but it probably
tle about the strategic direction of makes him the Republican fronthe war."
trunner when the primaries begin
Here's some strategy; courtesy
next February.
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!Imus story sign of
· a greater issue
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There comes a time when language
white man, but I lmow that these
defies our intentions and just becomes
young women and young black
words. Radio talk-show host Don
women all through that society are
Imus, on his April 5 Imus in the Morndemeaned and degraded by their own
ing show, sparked controversy when
black men, and that they are called
he referred to the Rutgers University
that name."
women's basketball team as "nappy-.
Imus needs to quit while he's
headed hos."
behind, but if he did, he wouldn't be
, The off-color and racially insensiImus. No one is safe on his program.
tiye comments came during a discus·Fat people, gay people, even Catholics
sipn about the Women's NCAA Chamare fodder for morning chatter.
ABE ER B. ABDALLA
Senior Staff Writer
pionship. Tennessee, the team facing
The Rev. Al Sharpton and others
Rutgers, was referred to as "the girls
have called for his immediate removal
from Tennessee - they all looked
. and referred to the forced two-week
elite." The conversation also included references
suspension as, "not nearly enough. I think it is too
to the game as "the jigaboos versus the
little, too late."
.
wannabees," though Media Matters reported that
With all due respect to the Rev., I do not hold
B.ernard McGuirk, the show's executive producer
his opinion in the highest esteem. Imus should
n).ade the comment.
not be fired, suspended yes, fired, no. There is an
: Iil an early New York Times article, Imus
obvious dialogue missing in our country that
described the exchanges as, "some idiot comment
needs to be addressed
meant to be amusing."
Radio outlets, blogs and even Facebook have
A Rutgers spokesperson issued a statement say- created digital petitions to remove Imus from
ing, "We agree with Mr. Imus that this was, in his
broadcast airwaves. Removing the issue will not
own words, an 'idiot comment.' We are very proud solve the issue. The word "tolerance" gets tossed
of the success of the Rutgers women's basketball
around like candy. I don't want you to tolerate me;
team. Coach Stringer and the Rutgers players are
I'm not a 5-year old Ask me my opinion, and listen
oµtstanding ambassadors for this great instituto my views, don't placate me because you believe
tion."
we've risen to an appropriate discourse level in
Covering their bases, MSNBC released this
our modem age. We obviously. have not.
statement in response to the coffim.ents: "While
I am not ~d will not condone the sentiriients
simulcast by MSNBC, Imus in the Morning is not a
made by Imus.. I do, however, believe that we have
p):oduction of the cable network and is produced
lost the power of language by desensitizing our- ·
by WFAN Radio. As Imus makes clear every day,
selves. Cleavages and simulated sex acts are plashis views are not those of MSNBC. We regret that
tered on billboards and television screens. Access
hls remarks were aired on MSNBC and apologize
to adult content is rampant, but language is still
fil>r these offensive comments.'\
taboo?
' : In the six days following the initial statements,
. We need to reestablish the line of decency and
Iinus has used every opportunity to declare, "I am
respect. Comedic intent or not, it was the bigotry
qot a racist." As with most racial/cultural indiscre- and misogyny associated with his words that are
tions, the person at fault will offer ample evidence
to blarrie. I do not believe Imus is a racist, but I do
$it they are not bigoted, and Imus is no different. . believe our senses have been dulled in our con• The laundry list of appeals he offered inclu~ed
temporary history to assume that certain language
references to his philanthropic work for children
introduced by pop culture should become the
norm.
With cancer and the numerous African-American
friends and associates he had during his 30-year
I offer a challenge to our community. Let's
career.
spend the next two weeks examining, like Imus,
This week's broadcasts are overburdened with
our own prejudices. The sense of victimization
r~morse. Music beds between commercial breaks .
needs to become empowerment. How often have
and guest call-ins touted an apology campaign too . you referre'd to something as "retarded," "gay" or
"ghetto?" Recognize the language we use in our
sweet to be sincere. Lucinda Williams' sappy love
ijru}ad, ''.Are You Alright?" played fiddle to the
everyday lives about groups of people. There are
iconic broadcaster's repentant country heart.
always epithets for race, culture, religion, sexual
; During his Tuesday interview on NBC's Today
orientation, age or disability. Don't mask the sigShow, the radio host tried to shift the blame to cul- nificance of an event by getting caught up'in the
minutiae. His words only amplify our own. Are
turally appropriate subtext saying, "that phrase
you ready to speak up? f
'¢ originated in the black community ... ~FY be a
:.I

EVERY SINGLE
Cl.ASS I tJEED '-'AS
ALREADY &EEtJ
~It.LED UP! I'll
tJEVER GRADUATE.

TELL ME A&OUT IT. I
J.IAD TO SIGf.J UP &:OR
UtJDERWATER &ASKET
. WEAVltJG .)UST TO
~ILL UP EMPTY
SLOTS.

YOU GOT ltJTO
UtJDERWATER
&A!)KET WEAVltJG? l'VE. &EE.tJ .
TRYltJG TO GET
11-'AT CLA!)!) S:OR
2 YEAR!) tJOW!
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Bush politicizing
the apolitical
/

''W

hen I tried to use the curb-side
check~in at the [Albuquerque
International] Stinport [Airport], I was denied a boarding
pass because I was on the Terrorist Watch
List. I was instructed to go inside and talk to a
clerk ... One of the two people to whom I
talked asked a question and offered a frightening comment: 'Have you been in any peace
marches? We ban a lot of people from flying
because of that.'
"I explained that I had not so marched but
had, in September 2006, given a lecture at
, Princeton, televised and put on the Web,
highly critical of George Bush for his many
violations of the Constitution. 'That'll do it,'
the man said:'
Are these the rantings of some crackpot,
far-left-wing radical, an uneducated simpleton or some anti-American commie-pinl,<o
bastard? Try the distinguished McCormick
professor of Jurisprudence at Princeton University and former Marine Col Walter F.
Murphy. That the clerk's explanation is even
remotely plausible to Murphy, author of the
book Constitutional Democracy, is frightening.
This, dear readers, is why the right's argument that the politicization of the Justice
Department is not only hollow but dangerous. The framers of the Constitution wanted
firewalls against overweening executives who
sought to overly politicize agencies that could
not survive if the inmates ran the proverbial
asylwn. To simply slough off the idea that
U.S. attorneys were fired or forced to resign,
many of whom were either actively engaged

in investigations that were threatening to the
president'!;i party or had resisted overt
attempts to bring baseless charges against
Democrats, as politics as usual just shows
how far we've-fallen as a nation.
And please, can we stop the "Clinton did it
too defense?" Yes, he, like former presidents
Reagan and Bush 41 before him and as Bush
43 did in 2001, fired all of the U.S. attorneys
when he took office in 1993. That's because
they were all Republican appointees, which is
exactly what every president does when he
first assumes office. How many did Clinton
fi,re in the middle of his eight years in office?
None.
As the Congressional Research Service,
Congress' own research and investigative
arm, reported, only two U.S. attorneys over
the last 25 years - and for math-impaired
college Republicans, that means during Clinton's eight years - were fired before their
four-year terms had expired, both of whom
during the Reagan administration.
Please, let's grow up and debate reality,
shall we? The Bush administration has politicized agencies whose sole purposes are to be
apolitical. They've hired wet-behind-the-ears
hacks and cranks to monitor EPA and NASA
reports, staffed the Civil Rights division of
the Justice Department with unqualified
lawyers trained at Pat Robertson's Regent
University and we'll never forget the "heckuva job" Brownie did in New Orleans.
This is the bed we've made; we can either
burn the sheets on Jan. 20, 2009, or wallow in
our own filth. We choose the former, how
about you?

READER VIEWS
that day to stand in solidarity with others ~ho
W.O.N. coalition-sponsored war are
making sacrifices in their own lives.
I ask those opposed.to the event to considprotest a waste of parking space
Monday morning I came to class in a suit
and tie, dressed for success, and ready to give
a presentation that I had been planning for
the past two weeks. I picked up the Future to
do the crossword puzzle, as I always do, but I
couldn't help but chuckle and shake my head
at the monstrosity that plagued the front
page.
This won't be\an opinionated letter about
war hawks or hippies; but rather a revelation
to Eric Eingold (who I'm glad I didn't _vote for)
and these "Walk Out Now'' oafs who want to
demonstrate their lack of priority reasoning
to the campus.
It is their constitutional right to disagree
with the hot topics of our society, but why do
·they have to bring the average student down
withthem?
Let's say this abomination on Wednesday
gets 500 students to walk out of their classes
to protest the GLOBAL War on Terror; is it
worth disrupting hundreds of classes and
tens of th,ousands of students who are trying
to finish up their sei:µester successfully?
Go somewhere else to do this, my friends.
Most students could care less about your silly
signs and walk outs. In fact, that's 500-plus
parking spaces that can be easily used by your
.classmates who are parking to actually attend
class.

er the reality of the global situation: The murder of humanitarianism, and the veracity of
living in a society where your right s are
stripped and you are powerless. We have
power, power to take a sliver of time from our
full days and stand together with symbolic
defiance to our misrepresentation in Iraq.
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KELLY TIMMONS

'Environmentality' should be
m9re than a Mickey Mouse issue

I attended 1;he UCF Lou Frey symposium ;:,
on April 2; the theme was global warmin:g and
the environment in Florida. Despite the lip
service the university gives to their "environmentality" (Disney's word - I drink the ' .v
KOOL-AID), I was shocked UCF doesn't
recycle cans and bottles on campus. The few
students I asked said there was a recycling bin _.,
somewhere, but none lmew w here.
With over 40,000 sttidents, each drinking
an average of two canned or bottled drinks a
day (my estimate); that's a w hole lot of recy,. . ~>
clable garbage going straight into our landfills. I am disappointed that the university
doesn't provide something as simple as recycling, and it concerns me that their environmental record on larger issues might also be
at fault: upcoming development of Lake Nona
for the medical school, commuter campuses · . .~
JEFF BRUNELL with no carpooling and the toxic spill this
MARKETING weekend in the Arboretum.
Bµt, most of all, it disappoints me that students, themselves, haven't demanded some- '•
thing as easy and simple as recycling bins.
With all the talk of the impending rising
water level putting much of Central Florida at
We live in a world of mindless apathy, and risk of being underwater, it seemed odd that i J
this is an opportunity for students to unify the university doesn't at least try to lessen
and make a statement about our resistance to .your own impact on our local community.
illegal wars. My education is my most valued
MAGGIE DEVANE 11 ·
privilege, and I will be walking out of class 1

''

·One student's feelings
aboutWO.N
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.,

Online 24 hrS/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online:
9 a.m.. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Moh. issue
, 5 p.m.. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m.. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m..

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate

100 HelpWanted:General
125 .Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time
175 BusinessOpportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
.300 For Sale: Homes

c
c
c

325
350
375

B

400

B

500

B
A
A
B

600

700

RATES

Rate
For ~le: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Seryices
B
A
Announce,ments
Travel'
B
Worship
8
Miscellaneous
B

800
900 Wanted

B

RateA

RateB

Rate(

$6
$4

$9

SJ.8

$6

$12

Firsflssue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
· • Offering a successful average return of over 85%
·Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiRle publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

.)

ITtTi1 HELP WANTED:

HELP WANTED:
General

~General

IYSTERY SHOPPERS REEDED
To visit fast food restaurants in

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Orlando, Winter Park, Bithlo
and surrounding areas.
·For more information:

(>

Consumer Impressions, Inc..
·

PO Box 866996

.

. Plano, TX 7 5086-6996

'

$800 WEEKLY guaranteed! Stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope To: Scarab Marketing
28 E. Jackson-10th Fl. Suite 938
Chicago, IL 60604 '

vvvvw.consumerimpressions.com
**NO Sign-up fees.

Exp. babysitter for 6 yr old girl and 4 yr
old boy in Alt. Spgs. Light Housekeeping.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.
Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net
We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

('

'

The following Positions:
Lifeguard •Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
...

Free Admission •Free Quarterly Tickets· College
,, A Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpplg now:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources

6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

l
'--~--~~~~~~~~~--------------~~j

Bedroom w/ closet in 3bdrm/2bth fully
furnished spacious home,
Washer&Dryer, BIG backyard, 5 min
from UCF, $500/month, (407)409-6206
Sales Administration
Stuph Clothing is a Custom Apparel
Company that serves over 12,000
Ministries throughout the country. We are
looking for a very energetic, organized
multi-task individual to work in our Sales
Department. This individual will be doing
data entry; sales support and customer
follow up. We have FIT as well as
temporary or seasonal positions through
our "busy season"; May through mid
July. Please go to our website at www.- ·
StuphClothing.com to see if you believe
you would be a fit with our organization.
Please contact Heather Hooper at '
Heather@StuphClothing.com
to email your resume and set up an
interview and tour of our facility.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.
Looking for bright, ene'rgetic, dependable
person for Acct Supervisor. Must be abl~
to multi-task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F. $9.50/hr 407-657-7585.

Grape :Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antjoxidant s~atus.

i!!£!!!

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mins. of PA. Teach/assist with ·
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com
Baldwin Park bead & jewelry store needs
responsible, organized, creative,
friendly people. FIT and PIT jobs avail. in
retail, mgmt & shipping.
Send resume to jobs@beadbee.com

Servers, Pool Side Servers, 811SSers,
Host/Hostess &Experienced Line Cooks

Contact: Karen -lwren@wprc.net or (407) 644-2226

.'
H
•)

Appointment Setters Wanted
M-F 6-9pm. $8/hr. $1 O/show. No selling
involved. Casselberry area.
Call 407-339-3000
Swim Instructors: If you' re good
come work with the BEST Sharks &
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com
Office Assistant: $8-$10/hr FT/PT
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1190/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted
PT/FT .No exp necessary. Energetic
people w/ positive attitudes. Only 20
min from UCF. Come in between 9 and
5. The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
We Need Your MS Office Skills. Write
Macros To Link Access, Outlook, & Excel.
Misc. Other Programming. Rates
Negotiable 407-294-8900

Ultra Luce Italian Restaraunt 951 Market
Promenade Ave, Lake Mary. Servers,
Bartenders, Cooks, Dishwashers.
Apply in person 407-936-1995

.For ~-;;;. ·i.;f~;-;,,-ati;~-;l-~as~·-call 407-303-4611 I

•American Red Cross certification preferred, training avai~ble

FT Receptionist & FT Cashier/Stocker
needed for food bank. Send resume to
GreaterOrlandoFoodOutreach
@yahoo.com or (877) 772-0091.
$8/hr M-F 9:30-6 / M-F 10-6:30

NOW HIRING!
Full & Part time positions!
2 Miles from UCF!
Flexible· hours! Great pay!
Call 866-900-5213 or 407-923-28451

·'T

Contact: Matt- matt@wprc.net or (321) 282-9573

Receptioaist
Stuph Clothing is a Custom Apparel
company that serves over 12,000
Ministries throughout the country. We are
looking for a very energetic, bubbly,
organized multi-task individual to work ·
our front desk. This team player would
route all incoming calls and help with
many various administrative tasks as
well as assisting customers who walk in
to meet with Sales personnel or need to
pick up products. Please go to our
website at www.StuphCiothing.com to
see if you believe you would, be a fit with
our organization. Please contact Heather
Hooper at Heather@StuphCiothing.com
to email your resume and set up an
·interview and tour of our facility.

PIT Leasing Agent for Villa Valencia. 20
hrs/wk. Must work weekends. Pay based
on exp. Fax Resume 407-381-0128 or
call 407-381-0500 DFWP

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

Lifeguards*, Head Lifeguard*, Water Safety
Instructors*, &Sailing Instructors

An awesome summer job! If you're
looking to spend this summer outdoors,
have fun while you work, and make
lifelong friends, then look no further.
Canip Mataponi, a residential camp in
Maine, has male/female summertime
openings for Arts, Ceramics, Cooking,
Gymnastics, Maintenance, Office, Ropes
Course, Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball,
Waterfront (small crafts, life guarding,
WSI) & more. Top salaries plus
room/board & travel provided. Call us
today toll free at 1-888-684-2267 or
apply online at www.campmataponi.com.
On campus interview will be conducted
on April 12, 2007.
Exp. servers, bussers and hostesses
needed for Goodfella's l;'izza: Apply
within Goodfella's at the Publix Plaza,
Alafaya & 50.
Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131
Office assistant wanted. Must have
friendly and prof. demeanor! PT/FT avail.
Pay determined by qualifications. Apply
onllne at www,sharksandminnows.com

.stP

EARN FULL-TIME PAY WORKING PART-TIME
HOURS
Enjoy:
o

$9-$18/Hr. Average

o

Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonus Incentives
ti Paid Training
o Flexible AM/PM Schedules
a Profossional F un Environment
o

We also hh'1e FttU-1'1me'Managemtmt'0ppurtunitit!'$'A\•ailabie: d~
"'

Email
your resume
to:
cotoya@dialamcrica.co'm
+t
,., . . . ... .· .,-; .. . .. -·
-- --· -- . - . -- --·' - - .. ·' ,
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Call for an Interview at one of our convenient Locations:
North Orlando/UCF: 407-673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6
Winter Park, ,F L 32792
South Orlando: 407-243-9400

....,
\I

''-'I

www.DialAmerica.com/Winte1·Park

Are you interested in an exciting career?

•• • •• • ••• •
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••• •
Do you know what you want
to do afte[ graduation?

~CE

•C+{\
CROSS INTO THE BLUE •.

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $750 -in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce. ucf.edu

.
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MODELS NEEDED

s20.oo
an hour *

EilplDJ~IDBlfl ·

Gu1de~'*~i,~

www.EmploymentGuide.er n

THURSDAY, APRIL 19TH • 9:30AM-2PM
ORLA-NDO CENTROPLEX • AMWAY ARENA
600

y

~
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Please send full length picture
with contact info to:

Debbie Atherton with
Sailors Rum Company at
Datherton@LDKconcepts.com

W AMELIA ST • ORLANDO 32806
REGISTER FOR A CHANCE TO

WIN

•A NEW CAR FROM REED NISSAN,
•SOUTHWEST AIRLINE TICKETS,
• WJRR EARTHDAY BIRTHDAY

Please visit our website at

www.Sailorsrum.coin
for more information.
*Must be 21+ UP

CONCERT TICKETS & MORE!

II you are unable to attend, email
your resume by April 17th to: ·
orlancloj9bs@employmentguicle.com

·1

t

Want to BREAK INTO tlie video game
industry? Blue Orb, an intellectual
property/technology company focused on
the videogame industry, has developed
cutting'edge lext chat solutions for Xbox
360, PS2 & PC. We need a marketing
major to establish relationships w/
community/blog sites and develop print &
online ads. Heck, you might even get to
play a game or two for testing purposes!
Must be eager to learn/contribute, an
absolute team player, and commit to 20
hrs/week. Send resume 10
elaine@blueorb.com.

Hollinger/BerkoWitz
Executive Cabinet ·

2007~008

Application Due By:
Friday, April 1.3, 2007 at s pm
Interviews:
Between 9 am • s pm, Mon • Fri,
April 1.6-20

Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
l;:xperience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800-722-4791
Servers needed for busy Nature's
Table Cafe inside Cingular bldg. Near
UCF. Must be friendly, hard wbrking and
dependable. Apply .in persori
at 12150 Research Pkwy.

Al~

Applications must be time
stamped by the SGA Secretary
by S pm on Friday, Apri1·1.3,
2007 and turned into t'1e SGA
Presidential Secretary. Appli·
cants will be contacted about
the interview process.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
. include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff ~rrives Tuesday, June 5 and
leaves Wednesday,Aug~st 15.
Call

Applications can b 'e picked up
from the SGA office
Student Union 21.4

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle·f-duderanch.com
for more information

· Check the SGA web site for more
information

MANAGEMENT
with spirit.
Quick Service Restaurant experience preferred!
Potential to earn $60K
Locations throughout Orlando and Haines City

Call Kevin@
407-276-0308
humanresources@wrisinger-king.mm
1-800-997-3663
(x130)

There's. no such thing
as the perfect job.

.{).

There is, however, the
perfect career for you.

Rf.I HELP WANTED:
~Part-Time

. SGA.UCF.EDU

ATHLETIC MALE MODELS I
WRESTLERS I ACTORS SOUGHT
Must be open-minded and outgoing,
excellent starting & escalating pay,
weekend work for wrestling promotion.
No experience necessary.
Cole 407-497-8099
Oviedo Gift Shop hiring attendant -35
hrs/wk & Office attendantlbo0keeper w/
QB exp. 407-365-1244/dan06d@aol.com
www.theblackhammock.com

Job Openi~gs
Administrative Unit

-

I

Strategic Planning Coordinator
Internal Affairs Coordinator
Attorney General
Comptroller
Deputy Comptroll~r
Business Strategist

,Governmental Allairs Unit
Governmental Affairs Director
Student Lobbying Coordinator
Judicial Advisor f 2 positions available)

Campus Lile Unit
Director of Campus Life
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator
Diversity Initiatives Coordinator
Transportation Coordinator
Athletic Relations Coordinator
Spirit and Traditions Coordinator

Studegt Adyosasv pgit

Sonic Franchise Looking for

.

Now Hiring*

. . . .................... .

For more information, contact

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience neccessary.$1 0-1 9/hr . Peteet for high school and
· college students. No selling involved. Full
medical and dental. Call Michael at
407-830-0107x258 or email '
gswthr@earthlink.net

designer
~ -

-

'~

'

'

aflac.com
American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus (Aflac)
Worldwide Headquarters, 1932 Wynnton Road, Columbus Georgia 31999
·Aflac agents ore Independent agents and ore paid solely by commission.

greens
Designer Greens Restaurant in .
Waterford Towers is now hiring for all
positions. Kitchen and food exp. is a
plus. $7/hr + tips. Please call Dave at
407-282-8588 or apply in person.
PIT Help Wanted At Local Insurance
Agency In .Baldwin Park
1OAM-2PM M-F. 440 br 220 Licenses
And Bilingual A Plus Fax Resume
407-277-3682 ATTN: John
Part-time help needed to care for 2
children ages 4 and 7 in my home two
full days/week during the summer and
two days/week starting at noon during
the fall. Must have prior exp., references
and transportation. Please send resume
·
to kwcostello@att.net.
Receptionist - Part-time, M-F,
8am-12pm, small office in Winter
Park, fax resume' to (407) 629-9H!2

DRMP is a multi-discipline civil engineering and surveying firm with more than
400+ employees, providing consulting services to clients in the public and
private sectors. Formed in 19.77, DRMP provides a full range of Civil Engineering,
including Transportation, Land Development, and Structural Services, as wen as
Planning, Surveying, Construction Engineering Inspection, Ecological, Water
Parks/Pools and Water Resources services. The firm maintains offices throu.ghout Florida, as well as, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. Currently,,
.DRMP has the following exciting and challenging opportunity available in our
Orlando, Fl office:

-

Director of Student Advocacy
Housing & Safety Coord.i nator
Student Advocacy Coordinator
Student Organizations and Agencies Coordinator
. Greek Affairs Coordinator
Graduate Affairs Coordinator

University Relations Unit
Director of University Relations
A .c ademic Services Coordinator
Environmental & Sustainability Coordinator
·Campus and Community Outl"each Coordina:tor
(outreach team)
Area Campus Coordinator
(_1 J Eastern
.( 1 J Southern Region
( 1J Ros.e n and Digital Media

Cemmggjsatjogs Upit
Director of Communications
Public Relations Coordinator
Web Technician
Graphic Designer f 2 positions available)

0

(

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included ·
.Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an
overnight camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp runs June
4th-July 21st. Please contact Krys
Ragland at 800-523-1673 ext 251 or ,
352-669-9443 ext 251

Information
Technology Coordinator
·

Winter Park, FL
'

Regional CPA Firm seeking a
career orientated, entrylevel candidate with the
ability to learn quickly, articulate IT concepts, and support ·
user issues. Requirements:
MlAS and/or Technical Certifications, knowledge of MS
Office products, as well as the
ability to function as part of a
team. Some travel is
required. E:omprehensive
benefits package.

B~DIE

HOLLINGER
LOGAN
BERKOWITZ

Send resumes via Fax to (407)
618-0064 or via e-mail: to
resumes@mslcpa.com.

,.
There dre so many
avenues for your
natu[al talents at
FAJRWINDS Credit Union.
To keep up with our
continuous growth. we
need bright capable
professionals like you
whose ideas and
contributions can keep us
on the cutting edge. So
right qway, you'll enjoy
challenging assignments
that take advantage of
your unique talents. skills.
and education. If you' re
looking for the freedom to
become everything you
can, Join us. Opportunities
ore currently available for:

~

tocated in one of the most familyfriendly areas In the nation. w e o ffe r·
a superb bene fits p a c ka ge with
competitive . p erformanc e -based
c o mpensation; progrbms that he lp ·
you balance w ork and life. a nd
more. Disc over why we've bee n
na med by both the Orlando Sentinel
and Business Journal a s among_this
area's best pla ces to w ork. Please
visit our website for additional
information. www Jairwinds.jobs
. or tax your resume to 407-515-2485.
EOE/Drug-free Wo rkp lace.
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

SUDOKU
'

a

5
!!! I will pay 1/2 of MAY's rent and all
other fees!l!Male for 3/3 next to UCF.
Apr. 25-July 31 . $540 month w/ult.fully
furnished. Roommates never home!
870-740-3456

Sales Representative
Orlando Area
Joil) a market-leading provider. or software, serviGes and solutions
to automotive retailers.

lmmediat~ opening:> on our award-winning sales team recognized
recently with a Se/Jmg Power Sales E:xceltence Award. Position
is resp~nsible for a~hieving sales goals within.a good mix of both

r1
I

competitive and existing accounts.

·

We Require:
·Enthusiasm, commitment, self-motivation a·n d a drive for results
•Excellent communication skills
•Bachelor's degree or equivalent
•3-5 years of sales experience

We Offer.
•Extensive training on our products and industry
•Paid associate benefit~ including medical, dental, vision ;md 401k
matching •Company, car and home office equipment·
EOE. For immediate consideration, call 1-800-689-6839 or submit resume
with salary requirements to hr@reyrey.com.

PRIN(:E has exciting career
opportm1ities, including summer
internships, for motivated
civil engineers. To learn
more and/or to apply online, visit

Bdrm avail w/ private bath In a private
3 bdrm home. Patio, jacuzzi, pool
table. $550/mo each, all utilities
Included. Female only. High .speed
Internet, cable, W/D. 15 mins from
UCF.
Avail May 1st. Call 561-543-6685

F roommate needed for 212 apt. w/
fireplace close to UCF. Own bedroom &
bathroom w/ Roman tub. $488 + 1/2
utilities. (561 )351-1701
F roommate needed immediately! 3/2
house, 5 min. from UCF, $515 a mo.
utilities incld. Animals ok. Please call
407-277-5531.
Spacious room for rent $550 per month
plus 1/3 utilities fully furnished and ready
to move in by May 1st with one month
security deposit.

www.princeinc.com

Female Roomate Needed! Rent $540
w/water/cable. Located in River Park
Apts. 5 min. from UCF. Clean,
responsible, no pets. For more info call
678-983-8836.
.

\

FEMALE roommate needed in 4/2
house. Located in °Ashington Park.
Immediate Move-In! 550/Month. Call
Annie @ (917) 378-9079 for more details.

Interval Realty Marketing and Advertising
Co. looking to expand with FfT inside
sales reps. Paid training, $1 DOK/year
._potential. Call for appt. 407-571-7360
FT Pressure Washer needed. Must have
own transport and cell phone & live in
Waterford Lakes, UCF, Oviedo, or Winter
11 Springs area. Call 407-276-2881.

I

SEMINOLE COUNlY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

(.

is seeking

DEPUTY SHERIFF TRAINEES.
Starting salary is $10.00 per hoar
increasing to $33, 987 annually
upon completion of training.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 2 rooms avail.
immediately! Rooms avail. for '07/'08
school year beginning August 1st.
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 407-408-0803
Brand New 312.5 Town Home behind
UCF. Avail. May 1st All appliances
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954-663-6298
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$900 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430
Homes, condos, duplexes for' rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
WATERFORD LAKES
3/2 NEAR UCF, S/S appliances,
$1300/mo. Comm. pool, bball & Tennis
Courts 352-978-3831

Huge 5/5 available in April
Home away lorn home! 5 suites under
one roof with common living areas for 5
individuals. $900/suite/mo all util incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call. 407-491-2j ?6

Visitwww.seminolesheriff.org
for more information
or to download an application.

Looking for people-to hand out flyers.
A Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
· Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$121hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
ti---~ Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

~FOR RENT:

!~Homes

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM

'il2 across the street from UCF. W/D,
Fitness center, racquetball, pool. New
carpet, tile, paint. Ready for move in!
407-999-4959
3 Apartments Availble in UCF Area
All 1/1 in brand new complex w/ new
everything and separate storage space:
Comm. gym, pool, theater. Min. from
UCF. $850/mo per apartment.
786-715-8751 or 305-467-8765
Room For Rent: Pegasus Pointe, No
deposit required, $475 a month incl. utils.
May thru July, call Mike at (813)-7665893
Tivoli- across street from campus, 1 bed
1 bath avail/ in a 3/3, $435/month.
Call Dave 727.480.0157.
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

. ~ 2ondos And Homes For Rent & Sale.
Free 2417 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick .Sletten 321-438-4568
3268 Vishaal Dr, 3/2 Duplex, 1182 sq ft,
2 mins from UCF, lawn included,
,1250/month, available immediately. For
more info go to www.homes2viewonline.com.
411,1

10 MINUTES TO UCF. 2 rooms
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
$340/mo and $315mo + utils. Looking
for Female roommates. All house
privileges. No pets, NiS. 12 mo lease.
407-319-3751

M/F. wanted for furnished 312 home on
lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from' UCF.
$600/mo Incl. utll. NIS, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennis. Available Immediately. Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
or 239-633-9400

EAST ORLANDO/UCF
..,, Share Luxurious Homes $425 Clean
Shared Bath or Master $600 and up +
Util. All Appl./HS Internet Photo ·shows
Sample Home 407-334-6658 or
407-673-7040 .

·ill

31212 Ashington Park

Near UCF, built in 1998. Fenced yard,
screened porch. All appliances.1300 sq.
ft. $1350/mo. 40.7 -482-8598
•

Upscale, Lrg, New 2-story house in
Waterford lakes. 2500 sq ft. 3/2.5/2 right
off of Colonial CLOSE TO UCF.
$1500/mo Anthony 612-600-3831

Sale/Rent in Hunters Reserve 2b/2b
• remodeled corner unit. Tile firs, vaulted
ceilings, fans, aplnces, comm. pool/gym
$185,000 or $960/mo. 321-536-5430
CHEAP RENT!
$400 a month total
10 min. from UCF
4 bedroom house for rent.
~ Expanded cable package, wireless
' internet, den/bar. Call 609-707-5942

II

Christian female wanted to share 3/2 in
Waterford Lakes. Visit www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome or e-mail me at
tlcdream02@aol .com.

1 furnished room available in a new 3/2
home in the Goldenrod area. 5 min from
Valencia, 15 min from UCF. All utilities
included, plus cable and DSL. bnly $500!
Call Hassan: 407-575-5133

Reynolds
&Reynolds$

'

EAST ORLANDO/UCF
Share Luxurious Homes $425 Clean
Shared Bath or Master $600 and up +
Util. All Appl./HS·lnternet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-334-6658 or
407-67!i'7040
1 Rms Avail in a 3/2 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional student
wanted. $575/mo util. incl. cable,
wireless internet, W/D. 407-617-0805

Waterford Lakes: ·
Large waterfront homes ·2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1, 175 & up.
407-760-0768
Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex
2 miles from UCF. 1150 sq ft.
Appliances included. N/S.
e) $1200/mo +sec. dep. 407-359-5001
Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $975/mo
212 duplex in Sherwood Forest $750/mo
Close to UCF. . W/D, dishwasher incl.
Pi
, Call 407-496-0888.
Waterford Trails - 4/2.5 2700' pets ok,
fen~, NS $1800 mo+sec "7-207-2577
~

2 rooms for rent 5 minutes from UCF
In a beautiful 312 home. $550/mo for
11x11 or $590/mo for 16x13 master w/
prlv. bathroom and large walk-In
closet. All appl., utll., cable, Internet
Included. Jr, Sr. or Grad Student.
Females only. 954-649-4933 Avail now!
LOOKlll
1 room avail In a large house close to
UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D, &
full kitchen. $350/mo. + split utll.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.
Room for rent in 3/2 home in Ashington
Park. New and clean. 5 mins from
UCF. Quiet community, avoid traffic.
High-speed internet and wireless
cable. $450/mo util incl. Call
407-595-1183
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other UCF
students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo most
utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924
'MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!•
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
,
SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. fr.om UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
animals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo. Incl. utll. Call Anna 407-365-2382
Looking for a roommate for a 3/2 ho4se
mins from UCF. $550/month includes all
utilities. Must love dogs. Calf Amy @
904-424-1480
Fully furnished room w/ appliances in
Waterford Lakes. 4 min from UCF w/
private entrance. Comm. pool, etc.
. $550/mo. 1st and last. $100 dep. All util
incl. Call 407-293-5332 407-273-4548.
M/F needed for 3/2 home with pool.
$400/mo + 1/3 util.
2 miles from UCF. Available now! .
407-666-4420 or ocfrd@adelphia.net
Room(+ bath)for Rent in Executive
Home. Room Features New Carpet,
Paint, Cable and Wireless Internet
Access. Partially furnished or
unfurnished. Must be Mature,
Responsible and Easygoing. Must be
comfortable around big dog. Includes
Cable, Power and Wireless Internet. For
More Information Please Call
407-430-6179 $500.QO
N/S Roommate wanted to share
spacious 3/3 Apt. Avail August. 5 mins
from UCF. Must be clean, responsible
and quiet! $465 + 1/3 utils. Grad student
preferred. Contact Athena at
561-312-3916
1 bedroom in 4/2.5 house for $600/mo.
Everything is new, house recently
renovated. Ashington Park. CLOSE
TO UCF. Rent includes utilities
407-913-4438

ROOMMATE FINDERS
Safe, fast, efficient. "Let us find your
ideal roommate!" Discount program
available. 407-581-2267 or 877-776-5456

$395 (OBO) SUBLEASEll! Female.
April-Aug.1/1 in 313. Tivoli Apt. Partially
furnished room. Across from campus.
Shuttle, pool, gym, GREAT!!!
Details call 813-924-5204
$400/mo to Sublease In Pegasus
Landing for Summerlll Female only.
Call Andrea ASAP 631-258-8078

$551/mo. Summer Sublease
2 available, May-Aug 14th, 1/1, alli
inclusive: uncapped utllitles,
unlimited meals, Internet, cable, ,
parking and shuttle access
call 863-397-3161 or 863-397-6309
1/1 in Pegasus Connection, $845/m
includes everything, available May 5th,
leave message at 386-679-5523
Apartment for sublease. Pegasus
Connection apartments. $480 all
inclusive. For more information call (321 )267-6945.
BEST PLACE FOR UCF STUDENT!
Pegasus Landing: 1 room in furnished ·
3/3 apartment. Rent ($540 per month)includes.ALL utilities & shuttle to school.
Michelle: 954-940-0732
DISCOUNTED RENT. Option to renew.
University House $400
Furnished, utilities, Pool, Gym,
Computer, Pool Table 321-432-2224
F needed in livioli, 1/ 1 in a 3/3 May .
through July, rent 428/mo.
Utilities incl. Call 407-470-4050
Female needed for a 1/1 in a 414 at
Riverwind. All utilities are included and
the apartment is fully furnished. Free
shuttle service to UCF. Available May 1stJuly 31st with option of resigning for next
year. $520 a month with a discount
available off of May rent. Call Jessica @
(786)281-5071
Furnished room with private bath
available May-July In Alafaya Club.
Shuttle, gym, quiet roommates, W/D.
All utllitles included! $535/month
OBO!I Call 772.834.6952 for more
Info.'
Location! Locationl Locationl
F needed for 3/3 at TIVOLI
$45Q/mo + util . 1st month pro-rated.
Available in May. 561-248-9949
2 rooms available in 4/4 in Northgate
Lakes. Clean, furnished, util incl.
$525/mo. Call Amy 954-732-1070
Available June 1st
1/1 in a 212 in Pegasus Landing. Female
Roomate Wanted. Call 407-362-4890
May 1st-July 31st with option to renew.
Furnished apartment with concesion
Pegasus landing apartment available
for female from May thru July 31stl
$425/month Call (904)234-5036
Pegasus Pointe 4/2 male roommate
$475 a month with $700 move in bonus!
Available May 1, call Eric (727)776-7997

Live in THE LOFTS!
212 available May 1st! $589/month. All
util included. Call Ellen 561-302-3170 or
Jeremy at 561-302-3174
SUBLEASE FOR FALL
1/1 In 212 at Pegasus Connection.
Discounted rentl'\$615/month all Incl.
Won't lastlll 954-839-4067
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2 bd/2 BA, OW, Mobile Home
for sale in park; Recently renqvated; 4
miles from UCF; $31,900 obo, MUST
SELL; Call Robert 407.702.7442;
mobilehome4sale@cfl.rr.com
Tastefully dee 3/2 condo in private
comm. Close to UCF. Granite
Countertop, SS Appliances, Wood
Floors, Gym, Tennis Court, Pool and
Lake. $299,000 with $20,000 cash back
·

FIND YOUR DREAM HOME

4BR/2BA-2car garage.Blocks from
UCF. Move In Ready. Stui:lent and
family friendly neighborhood. Huge
screened and covered back porch
for relaxing. Call Marla-954-658-1747
3/2 Mobile Home. Good Condition.
$48,000 obo. New Laminate Floors
Throughout Home. All Appliances
Included. Renovated Patio. New-Roof.
407-902-65~4

EAST ORLANDO BY UCF 3/212
Beautiful, landscaped, tile/wood
laminate. FnctJ Yrd, Pond View 1772 sq
ft. $269,900 lease option avail.
407-761-5356 OPEN HOUSE SUN 4/15
1-3PM
Oviedo Stillwater Pool/Spa Home
4/3 2300+sq ft, fireplace, split
bedrooms, separate breakfast nook.
$388,500. Call Joyce at Century 21
· Oviedo 407-366-5837

ULTIMATE Bachelor's Pad!
Ski lake & pool access from your
balcony! This 211.5 newly renovated
condo is unbelievably priced at $179K.
Call 407-277-4088.
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51 PBS series
52 Composer
Stravinsky
53 Heat in the
microwave
54 Launch forces
56 Set the pace

Full furniture set. 3 Glass end tables.
Dining room table, 4 chairs , love seat,
reg couch. $300'or best offer. All
seats/couch have seat covers . Contact
Samantha (954)657-8157.
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pe~ic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.
Couch and Loveseat- Brand new
microfiber set, stain resistant.
Can deliver. $525 407-423-1202
Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
Bed Set
A 6 piece set Incl. Queen mattress set.
New In box, $499. Can deliver.
407-423-1202
BED $160, Orthopedic support N·ew
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.
COMPUTER (DELL) for sale. GREAT
FOR STUDENT! High speed with
monitor. Internet ready $100 Will deliver
407-729-0411
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic. Delivery
avail. Cail 407-287-2619.

Why rent? Buy and EARN EQU ITY!
MOVE IN READY
2 BR/2B, 2-car garage Avalon Park
home, neutral colors, many upgrades.
Brian Barnette 407-256-3568
FlatLanders Realty Group, LLC
Single Family Home $220,000
3/2 1575 sq ft, near UCF. Move in
ready.Available now. Free recorded
message. 407-965-0094 code 44764

Like New Hawthorne Glen
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built in
2006.1915 ht<;l sq ft. sec system, comm .
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

nliiJ

SERVICES

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
FAR ORIENT MASSAGE - Traditional
Chinese 'Tui Na', Swedish, and deep
tissue. We have whirlpool baths, female
staff. 407-898-9245. 1011 N. Mills Ave.
BRAZILIAN WAX & EUROPEAN
FACIAL Special Price!! Just for Women!!
Call 407-445-0697 407-222-5656
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

www. <Dream2fomes0fOr[ancCo. com

KELLER WILLIAMS.*

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Full Funiture set. Dining table, 4 chairs.
Lo•1e seat, full couch. 3 end tables. All
tables are glass, all seats/ couches have
covers. $300 or best offer. Must go. Call
Samantha (954) 675-8157

(407) 625-0900

.

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

~Homes

'l(eitli Zacliarskj, <R§a[tor

-~---=?&

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

~FOR SALE:

· Divorce Your Landlord and Build
Equity! Stop paying rent! 312 near UCF
$180KI The Selby Group 407-482-8225

Give me a call today to

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

2 Bd Home in Quiet Neighborhood.
Recently Renovated Close To UCF.
Ready To Move In. $175,000. Fenced
Back Yard. 407-382-2333 407-227-8702 ·

Looking to buy a home?
Now is a GREAT time to BUY!

© Puzzles by Pappocom

ACROSS
1 Wall covering•
6 Baby's bed
10 Stable
youngster
14 Sneeringly
derogatory
15 Part of ADC
16 Far from terra
firma
17 Commit theft
18 Part to play
19 A nanias, e.g.
20 Conclude
22 Odor
23 Old band
24 Utters suddenly
25 Formed
29 Wall covering
31 Polished
32 Umpire's
pocketful
36 Pint drinks
37 Procrastinator's
word
38 Abound
39 Propped up
41 "The Count of
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Cristo"
All rights reserved.
42 Presses
43 Tongue-lash
9 Speller's contest
44 Kind of cold?
47 Mare's morsel
1O Common adder
11 Basketry
48 Steer clear of
49 Infuriating
material
12 Emulated Pisa's
55 Expressions of
tower
disapproval
·
56 Beyond risque
13 Small open pies
57 Scoundrel
21 Actor Beatty
- 22 Thick piece
58 Coagulate
24 Fox's title
59 Organic
25 Medicinal
compound
applicator
60 Conjure
61 Towel word
26 Aura
27 Skater's leap
62 As expected
63 Takes the
28 Doomsayers
plunge
29 Spouses
30 Played for a sap
DOWN
32 Farm
1 Attention getter
outbuilding
33 Horne or Olin
2 Game starter
3 Landing place
34 Riga resident
35 Hook's
45 Botanic
4 Cheese from
Holland
underling
structure
5 Experienced
37 A Spinks
46 Word before oil
again
40 Trampled
or mouth
6 Jeweler's weight 41 Gauged
4 7 Curiously
7 Wild profusion
43 Spoiled
49 List of dishes
8 Without work
44 Nab
50 Mil. _truant

INCLUDED IN RENT! 704-293-0099

Condos And Homes For Sale & Rent.
Free 2417 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

suldolku

CROSSWORD

$520.CABLE,ELEC~INTERNET

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

SUBLEASER WANTED-ROOM 2-208 D
UNIVERSITY HOUSE AT COLLEGE
STATION! MOVE IN JUNE 1-RENT IS

Luxury style fully furnished home for
student living. One bdrm w/ priv. bath
upstairs. Only $350 a month (originally
$550) incl. all util. Cable w/ HBO &
internet. 3 friendly F roommates ..
5 min. from UCF. Shuttle available.
Contact Jennifer at 239-293-4978.
Room needs to be filled ASAP!
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SUBLEASE AVAILABLE
VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB
$545/MO.INCL. UTILITIES. FEMALE
CALL 407-529-6200

111 available in a 212 Pegasus
Connection. Roommate is a quiet and
clean male. $585/mo. All util included.
Cable/HS Internet. Avail. NOW through
Aug 1st. 407-431-1031
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PLAZA JEWELERS 352-307-3846 Dan.
Below Wholesale Diamonds CoSl +20%!!1
1.02 ct. princess cut J-Sl2
Retail $6830 PJ Price $3640
1.01 ct. round brilliant cut G-Sl2
Retail $7506 PJ Price $4450
45 yrs Diamond Broker 2,000 Diamonds
Money Back Guarantee. EGL Certs.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)
provides free tax help by members of
Beta Alpha Psi.
Basic returns prepared at UCF Student
Union Inside.Office of Student
Involvement RM 208 B.
Check Schedule at
www.bus.ucf.edu/bapNITA.htm
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Need 42 people to lose 1 to 50 Lbs.
Guaranteed, Dr. approved, Call Michele
330·238-1883
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